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Abstract
In the Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) field, highly saturated
flow increases the probability of collision and congestion in data transmission
which dramatically degrade the performance of Quality of Service (QoS). Multi-
channels deployment technique is often applied to parallel transmission for
QoS guarantee. However, how to make trade-off between QoS requirement and
energy efficiency is a challenges to energy-constrained WMSNs.
Theoretical analysis of MAC layer and PHY layer structure based on IEEE
802.15.4 standard, aim to study on the cross-layer analytical model in order
to provide stronger understanding on the relationship between sensor network
parameters and performance, pave the way for new enhancements in succedent
multi-channel optimization research. Find effective performance indicator
and design efficient performance collection or estimation approach based on
the corresponding metrics, which could be used as the parameter input of
multi-channel assignment mechanism.
Comprehensive dynamically control system is designed for multi-channel as-
signment task based on light weight and high efficient computation intelligence
techniques. We present a fuzzy-based dynamic bandwidth multi-channel as-
signment mechanism (MCDB_FLS). Cross-layer proactive available bandwidth
is estimated as parameters for multi-channel deployment admission control.
Furthermore, fuzzy logic-based bandwidth threshold model provides dynamic
optimization on system admission control. Simulations show the MCDB_FLS
performs better than benchmark on the metrics of QoS and energy efficiency,
achieves the trade-off between energy efficiency and QoS improvement.
Finally, we introduce the integration of incremental machine learning ap-
proach into multi-channel assignment mechanism with Deep Q Network rein-
forcement learning method (DQMC). Besides, fully action weight initialization
is implemented based on multi-class supervised learning classifier with stacking
ensemble approach. The results shows that deep reinforcement learning model
successfully achieves a better multi-channel allocation strategy after a certain
periods of self-learning process. Initial weight fusion mechanism allows us to
reduce the energy expenditure due to initial environment exploration in the
i
early stage of learning process.
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Résumé
Dans le domaine des réseaux de capteurs multimédias sans fil (WMSN), le flux
fortement saturé augmente la probabilité de collision et de congestion dans la
transmission de données, ce qui dégrade considérablement la performance de la
qualité de service (QoS). La technique de déploiement multicanaux est souvent
appliquée à la transmission en parallèle pour garantir la QoS. Cependant,
comment faire le compromis entre l’exigence QoS et l’efficacité énergétique est
un défi pour WMSN énergie-limité.
L’analyse théorique de la couche MAC et de la structure de la couche
PHY basée sur la norme IEEE 802.15.4, vise à étudier le modèle analytique
cross-layer afin de mieux comprendre la relation entre les paramètres du réseau
de capteurs et la performance, ouvrant ainsi la voie à de nouvelles améliorations.
Recherche d’optimisation multi-canaux.
Trouver un indicateur de performance efficace et concevoir une méthode
de collecte ou d’estimation de performance efficace basée sur les métriques
correspondantes, qui pourraient être utilisées comme entrée de paramètre du
mécanisme d’affectation multicanaux.
Concevoir un système de contrôle dynamique complet sur la tâche d’attribution
multi-canal basée sur des techniques d’intelligence de calcul léger et efficace. Dy-
namiquement système de contrôle de bande passante devrait faire le compromis
entre la performance du réseau de qualité de service et l’efficacité énergétique.
Intégrer l’approche incrémentielle d’apprentissage automatique dans le
mécanisme d’attribution dynamique de bande passante multi-canal, essayez
de mettre en œuvre le système de contrôle auto-adaptatif pour apprendre le
modèle de l’environnement différent dans le WMSN multi-tâche. Les résultats
montrent que le modèle d’apprentissage par renforcement profond réussit à
obtenir une meilleure stratégie d’allocation multicanaux après quelques périodes
de processus d’auto-apprentissage. Le mécanisme de fusion pondéral initial
nous permet de réduire les dépenses énergétiques en raison de l’exploration
initiale de l’environnement au début du processus d’apprentissage.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General introduction
This chapter briefly introduces the background of Wireless Snsor Network,
motivation of the research, and objectives of the study. Furthermore, the
fundamental objectives and main contributions are introduced respectively.
Outline includes general framework of this thesis at the end of this chapter.
In the recent decades, along with the proliferation in Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) technology which has motivated the development of smart
sensors [1, 2], wireless communication field witnessed explosive development
and attracted broad attention in the world. Wireless access networks provide
various connectivity to the networks and offer different features according to the
requirements of clients and applications. Wireless Access Technologies include
Mesh Networks (WMNs) [3, 4], Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [5, 6, 7],
Mobile ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [8, 9], etc.
A typical WSN is a collection of wireless nodes with multifunctional sensor
collaborate together to monitor assigned area to accomplish a sensing task for
dynamically changing environment. Tracking (e.g. enemy tracking, habitat
tracking, etc.) and monitoring (e.g. environmental monitoring, industrial
processes automation, etc.) are two major application fields in sensor network.
Figure 1.1 [10] presents a comprehensive display of application scenarios in
wireless sensor networks.
Besides sensor wireless networks have the following unique characteristics
and constraints, as it is stated in [11]:
• Dense Node Deployment. Several orders of magnitude in sensor nodes
number construct varied density of node deployment.
• Unreliable. Sensor nodes are prone to damages or failures.
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Figure 1.1: Application scenarios of wireless sensor network.
• Self-Configurable. Sensor nodes have ability to perform self-configuration
in order to connect into wireless network.
• Application Specific. Special wireless network is usually designed and
deployed for different applications.
• Variably Topology. Network topology changes due to additional node,
damaged node, energy expenditure, or channel fading.
• Power Limited Sensor Nodes. Sensor nodes are supplied by battery with
limited power. It is difficult or even impossible to change or recharge
their batteries in some situations.
• Resource Limited Node. Sensor nodes have to perform tasks with limited
hardware resource which has energy, computation, and storage constraints.
• No Identification. Global identification scheme is not possible for a sensor
network application due to its high overhead on hardware resources and
energy.
• Traffic Pattern. In most applications of sensor network, the data sensed
by sensor nodes flow from multiple source sensor nodes to a particular
2
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sink.
• Data Redundancy. Sensed data typically have a certain level of correlation
or redundancy in spatially and temporally.
Researchers and industry are trying to enhance the performance of wireless
sensor networks in cost, throughput rate, energy consumption, robustness,
networks throughput, quality of service and security, etc. In recent years,
a lot of hardware and software enhancement has been achieved to improve
the performance of wireless network. A series of logical techniques have been
deployed to achieve the required network performance, such as energy aware
MAC layer or cross-layer design technique, efficient sensing technique, and
remarkable improvement in hardware design, etc., but these techniques have
their own limitations.
Recently, cognitive techniques [12] have been applied in wireless sensor
networks to solve the limited performance of conventional WSNs. The cognitive
technique is the process of knowing through perception, planning, reasoning,
acting, and continuously updating and upgrading with the learning history.
The successfully integration of cognitive radio into wireless sensors, which
could solve many challenges and limitations in current conventional WSNs,
as mentioned above. Cognitive radio could achieve unutilized licensed and
unlicensed spectrum band, which has the ability to utilize the available spectrum
with opportunity. The incumbents or primary users (PU) have the right to use
the spectrum anytime, whereas secondary users (SU) can utilize the spectrum
only when the PU is not using it. CR allows unlicensed users to access
multiple licensed channels opportunistically. This nature of CR gives potential
advantages to WSNs by improving the communication reliability and energy
efficiency in high load wireless network applications.
With the development of Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN)
which is composed by embedded cameras and microphones besides scalar sen-
sors, real-time multimedia applications require high level quality of service(QoS)
guarantee in high data delivery rate flows, as shown in Figure 1.2. Increasing
interference combined with the overheads of MAC protocol limit the avail-
able bandwidth in WMSN. These overheads can result in congestion which
degrades QoS of WMSNs. Multimedia applications, such as on-demand or live
video streaming, audio, and still images over resource constrained WSNs, are
extremely challenging because of their huge bandwidth requirements [13, 14].
Other WSN applications, such as WSNs in a hospital environment, vehicular
WSNs, tracking, surveillance, etc., have vast spatial and temporal variations
in data density correlated with the node density. These applications are
bandwidth-hungry, delay intolerable and bursty in nature. WSNs enriched
3
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Figure 1.2: Reference architecture of wireless multimedia sensor network.
with the additional capabilities of cognitive radio has led to the evolution of
cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs).
Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks (CRSN) enable more this kind of ap-
plications than conventional WSNs and have the potential to better solve
the interference and collision issues in WSNs. A WSN usually experiences a
bursty traffic once a certain event is detected; contentions and collisions cause
transmission delay. The dynamic spectrum access to licensed channels in CRSN
better solves this problem compared to conventional multi-channel approaches
due to the limited number of orthogonal channels in the unlicensed band.
The overall attributes of wireless sensor networks has proposed a main
challenge: how to make the balance between energy consumption and QoS
requirements of different applications. Besides, in terms of different wireless
network systems, the common challenge is try to fully exploit limited hardware
resource node. This mechanism could pick out optimal patterns from uncertain
environment of network, making valuable and actionable configuration to
improve the performance of WSNs.
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1.2 Problem statement
Conventional WSNs usually communicate on unlicensed bands, transmit small
amounts of data, and have no strict restrictions on latency. Conventional WSNs
are mostly suitable for low-duty cycling and monitoring applications. These
applications do not have strict requirements on throughput and end-to-end
delay. However, emerging WSN applications support more complex operations
such as real time surveillance and target tracking and they require timely data
delivery and high data rate. Once a certain event is detected, a WSN usually
experiences a bursty traffic which results in contentions and collisions that limit
the data throughput. The impact of interference in single channel WSNs also
limits the network capacity.
By enabling transmissions over multiple channels, interference can be allevi-
ated and collisions can be largely reduced. An efficient use of multiple channels
in WSNs enables parallel transmissions over multiple channels, therefore timely
communication with high data rate can be achieved. In multi-channel commu-
nication nodes may operate on different channels. An important objective is
designing efficient schemes for channel assignment to ensure network connectiv-
ity and coordination between nodes, besides the performance improvement.
Besides approaches exploiting unlicensed channels, the advances in the
technology of cognitive radios makes the utilization of licensed channels possible.
Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks (CRSN) which employs cognitive technology
into WSNs merged recently. A cognitive radio is capable of spectrum sensing,
which enables it to work on both licensed and unlicensed channels. The licensed
channels in the lower frequency bands have better propagation characteristics.
With the same transmission power, the transmission range is larger on lower
frequency. This characteristic makes cognitive radio based approaches promising
for energy constrained WSNs. Extra benefit will add to the advantages brought
in by the conventional multi-channel approaches.
Multi-channel approaches using ISM unlicensed bands and mechanisms for
cognitive radios using licensed bands are often addressed separately. CRSNs
have many advantages. However, cognitive radio hardware is more expensive
than traditional transceivers. CRSN also brings challenges such as spectrum
sensing and spectrum handoff. It should be noted that CRSNs are suitable for
high throughput and delay-sensitive applications. It is not justified for example
using cognitive radio networks for duty-cycled sensor networks intended for
applications transmitting limited amount of data with no strict restrictions on
the delay. The trade-offs have to be carefully analyzed before deciding whether
to use cognitive radio based sensor networks.
Consequently, the challenges of multi-channel and spectrum bonding tech-
niques [15, 16] in wireless sensor networks can be concluded as follows:
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• Effective Performance Indicator:
Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) provides information of signal
quality and usually it corresponds to the distance between transmitter
and receiver. However, it is possible that a node showing low RSSI
can transmit at higher throughput than a node having good RSSI. As
RSSI alone is not an effective indicator of network performance so other
parameters are also required
• Cross layer design:
Channel assignment is critical to the design of MAC and routing protocols.
Very few works are considering all aspects. Especially in CRSNs, many
proposed approaches only focus on one aspect of the performance. Cross
layer designs that jointly optimize channel assignment, medium access,
and routing are worth investigating.
• Energy efficiency:
Energy efficiency is critical in WSNs since sensors are battery powered
with limited energy. There is no comparison between single channel WSNs,
multi-channel conventional WSNs and cognitive radio WSNs regarding to
energy efficiency. Current research works lack realistic models to estimate
power consumption.
• Multiple applications running simultaneously and QoS support:
QoS is the ability to provide different priority to different applications or
data flows, and guarantee a certain level of performance to a data flow.
QoS should guarantee a certain bit rate, delay, jitter, and bit error rate.
WSNs are mainly used for low duty cycle and monitoring applications.
Recently, multi-channel and cognitive radio approaches enable various QoS
demanding applications such as real-time surveillance and target tracking.
It is possible to support different applications running simultaneously
within the same network. Different applications may require different QoS.
In multi-channel approaches, channel usage should be monitored and
channels with sufficient capacity should be selected for QoS demanding
applications.
• Dynamically control of multi-channel assignment
However, cognitive radio hardware is more expensive than traditional
transceivers. CRSN also brings challenges such as spectrum sensing
and spectrum handoff. It should be noted that CRSNs are suitable for
high throughput and delay-sensitive applications. It is not justified for
6
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example using cognitive radio networks for duty-cycled sensor networks
intended for applications transmitting limited amount of data with no
strict restrictions on the delay. it should be considered that multi-channel
assignment should have dynamically control mechanism to make the
trade-offs between Quality of service and energy efficiency.
• Self-adaptive system for multi-task wireless sensor network applications
More flexibility and intuitiveness into the prediction process is desired by
using artificial intelligence as part of system decision architecture. Specif-
ically, the proposed model uses machine learning to perform the adaptive
target classification in order to assign smart decision-making step into
self-adaptive system. The added benefit of using machine learning is
that the process becomes automated and adaptable to changes in the
underlying mapping functions, assuming that the classifiers are periodi-
cally retrained using new empirical samples for different environment of
multi-task wireless sensor network applications.
Based on the challenge in multi-channel and channel bonding techniques
listed above, our work try to research some of these aspects. The cross layer
performance of WNSs will be investigated under different metrics, which is
prerequisite objective for the consequent research. The definition of energy
efficiency and effective performance indicator are also critical parts, which
allow us to make faithfully description of WSNs performance and effective
optimization algorithm. Specially for the problem of resource allocation strat-
egy, our works focus on the design of dynamically control of multi-channel
assignment mechanism. Cross-layer proactive available bandwidth is estimated
as parameters for channel deployment admission control. Several possible
artificial intelligence techniques will be discussed in detail, aim to provide more
wisely system configuration control and effective decision-making architecture.
These main components of fundamental methodology and paradigm constitute
the motivations and objective of this dissertation.
1.3 Research goals
These objectives in this work can be summarized as follows:
• Theoretical analysis of MAC layer and PHY layer structure based on IEEE
802.15.4 standard, aim to study on the cross-layer analytical model in
order to provide stronger understanding on the relationship between sensor
network parameters and performance, pave the way for new enhancements
in succedent multi-channel optimization research.
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• Find effective performance indicator and design efficient performance
collection or estimation approach based on the corresponding metrics,
which could be used as the parameter input of multi-channel assignment
mechanism.
• Design comprehensive dynamically control system on multi-channel as-
signment task based on light weight and high efficient computation
intelligence techniques. Dynamically bandwidth control system should
make the trade-off between network performance of Quality of Service
and energy efficiency.
• Integrate incremental machine learning approach into dynamically band-
width multi-channel assignment mechanism, try to learn pattern from
wireless network environment, which allow nodes to make smart actions
on channel allocation control and achieve multi-channel communication
with energy efficiency. Design self-adaptive control system using deep
Q-network reinforcement learning approach which generate output multi-
channel allocation commands based on the instant observation of network
environments.
• Optimize the self-learning algorithm in deep Q-network reinforcement
learning, try to design a rapid learning algorithm to deal with the fluctua-
tion of performance during the initial learning stage due to the uncertain
factors in WSNs.
1.4 Dssertation outline
The remaining portion of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2
has two main sections. The first section presents the fundamental concepts of
multi-channels assignment and spectrum bonding techniques in the domains of
conventional wireless sensor networks (WSN) and evolutional cognitive radio
sensor networks (CRSN). General state of the art which is close-related to
proposed research is summarized with the discussion of advantage and weakness
for each contribution. The second section presents relevant artificial intelligent
algorithms which is suitable for variant applications of wireless sensor network
, related literature is introduced in supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
fuzzy logic system, and reinforcement learning, respectively.
Chapter 3 introduces foundmental research about performance analytical
model about CSMA/CA mechanism in IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Enhanced
stacking cross-layer analytical model is proposed based on the comprehensive
combinations and interaction between PHY layer propagation model and MAC
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layer Markov chain model. Dynamic interaction between sub-layer models
achieves adaptive performance estimation under the variation of systematic
hyperparameters distribution. We analysis the cross-layer performance degrada-
tion from the Quality of Service (QoS) metrics and effective energy consumption
metric based on CSMA/CA procedure under variable parameter sets, respec-
tively.
Chapter 4 proposes a multi-channel assignment mechanism for WMSNs
based on dynamic bandwidth control. Non-overlapping channels are dynami-
cally allocated according to the instantaneous performance of QoS. Bandwidth
is a crucial resource in WMSNs which has tight relevance with performance
of QoS and energy consumption in existing studies. First, the foundmental
research about residual available bandwidth estimation method will be stud-
ied, then our passive available bandwidth estimator is presented. Second, we
propose a multi-channel assignment mechanism for WMSNs based on dynamic
bandwidth control. Passive estimated available bandwidth is selected as metric
to evaluate the global performance and considered as trigger parameters in our
multi-channel deployment algorithm. For the system admission control, light
weight fuzzy logic system is integrated into bandwidth threshold estimation
model.
Chapter 5 is organized in four main sections. The first section presents
the disadvantages of reinforcement learning algorithm based on look-up ta-
ble method, discuss the motivation of deep Q-network reinforcement learning
approach. In second section, reinforcement learning framework is presented
to be integrated into incremental multi-channel assignment mechanism. The
multi-channel allocation approach based on deep Q-network is represented in
detail. Third section presents the experiments of deep Q-network multi-channel
allocation approach, system performance in different metrics are presented in
different iterations of Q-learning procedure under variable learning parameters.
Fourth section proposes fully initialization deep Q-network multi-channel al-
location model with stacking ensemble multi-class classifiers. Experiment is
also discussed in this section in order to analysis the performance of enhanced
learning model.
Finally, the general conclusion of this thesis is presented and research
perspective is proposed.
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Survey of Releated Works
In this thesis, we pay more attention to the dynamically control multi-channel
allocation techniques. Our works are inspired by some of these existing papers,
which could be divided into two main aspects. In the first section, the existing
multi-channels techniques of WSNs are introduced, which bring the methodology
with several kinds of approaches. Second section presents related works of
artificial intelligence techniques used in WSN applications. Data could be
analyzed with precisely identification in historical datasets or new network
events. The collaboration of artificial intelligence approaches and different
levels of application tasks in WSNs allow nodes to propose valuable and reliable
system control and application services from unexpected and uncertain network
environment.
2.1 Multi-channels techniques in WSNs
Many researches have been proposed to exploit multiple channels utilization on
unlicensed frequencies. The multi-channels techniques in WSNs is introduced
with three subsets: conventional multi-channel approach, cognitive radio multi-
channel approach and spectrum bonding-based approach.
2.1.1 Conventional multi-channel approach
MMSN [17] is one of the first multi-channel MAC protocols designed for WSNs.
No specific topology is required for this approach. It aims to assign different
frequencies among 2-hop neighbors for interference free data reception. In
this approach four frequency assignment schemes are proposed: exclusive
frequency assignment, even-selection, eavesdropping, and implicit-consensus.
In the exclusive frequency assignment nodes exchange their IDs among 2-
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hop neighbors through beacon messages. Frequency decisions are made in a
distributed manner in increasing order of their IDs. The node with the smallest
ID chooses the lowest frequency among the available ones and then beacons
the choice to its 2-hop neighbors. Other nodes wait for the decisions of all
the neighbors with smaller IDs and then choose the smallest frequency among
those not chosen by its 2-hop neighbors. If there are not enough frequencies,
then the even-selection scheme is used. When a node finds out that all the
available frequencies have been chosen by neighbors, then it randomly chooses
one of the least selected frequencies.
The eavesdropping scheme can be used to reduce the overhead since it does
not require neighborhood information. In the eavesdropping scheme, each node
selects a random backoff interval and eavesdrops its 1-hop neighbors’ frequency
decisions during this period. Nodes randomly choose one of the least used
frequencies and broadcast their decision after a random backoff interval. The
last channel assignment scheme is implicit-consensus, where all nodes share
the same pseudo-random number generator. In the implicit-consensus scheme,
the 2-hop neighbors’ IDs are also collected. Each node calculates a random
number for itself and a random number for all its 2-hop neighbors. A node
chooses the current frequency only if its current random number is higher than
those of its 2-hop neighbors.
Tree based multi-channel protocol (TMCP) is proposed by [18]. TMCP is
designed for data collection and uses a greedy channel allocation algorithm.
The whole network is partitioned into disjoint subtrees operating on different
orthogonal channels rooted at the sink. The number of subtrees is equal to the
number of available orthogonal channels.
The tree construction in TMCP is combined with the channel assignment.
First, a fat tree rooted at sink is computed using the Breadth-First-Search
algorithm. In the fat tree, nodes can have multiple parents operating on
different channels and with the same minimum hop count to the sink. Channels
are allocated in increasing order of the level, from the top to the bottom of
the fat tree. At each level, the node with the fewest number of parents is the
first to choose an optimal channel. A node will always join the subtree with
the minimum interference as result of its joining. After joining a tree, the
node chooses the parent with the least interference value. Using this process,
multiple subtrees working on different channels are formed, thus eliminating
the inter-tree interference.
HMC-MAC [19] is a multi-channel MAC protocol which reduces the inter-
ference and collisions by channel allocation and network segmentation. The
network has a Network Coordinator (NC) used for central control and data
collection. In HMC-MAC the time is divided into cycles, where each cycle
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starts with a beacon exchange period, followed by a data transmission period
and an inactive period. Each node sends a beacon in a unique time slot during
the beacon period, as determined by the NC. A 3-hop neighborhood needs
to be discovered during the beacon period. A tree topology is built starting
from the root and each branch is indexed. Nodes are organized into groups
according to their depth (hops to sink) and the branch index it belongs to.
Nodes at even depth and belonging to a branch with odd branch index, as well
as nodes at odd depth and belonging to a branch with even branch index form
the Group 1. The other nodes form the Group 2. Nodes alternate between
transmission and reception mode. When Group 1 is in transmission mode,
Group2 is in reception mode, and vice versa. The NC (i.e. the sink) is equipped
with multiple interfaces and set in reception mode all the time.
A total of 16 channels are available for channel assignment and each node
chooses dynamically its own channel. The node with the smallest network
address has the highest priority in choosing a channel. Each node tries to
assign a free channel that is being used by its 3-hops neighbors and sends its
channel selection through a beacon. If it is not able to find a free channel
among the channels that are already used by its 3-hops neighbors, then it tries
to find a free channel among its 2-hops neighbors, and then among its 1-hop
neighbors. If all channels are used, then the node randomly chooses a channel
among those which are least used by its 1-hop neighbors.
[20] proposes a game theoretic framework for channel selection in multi-
channel WSNs. The proposed framework aims to reduce the amount of over-
hearing by reducing the number of neighbors operating on the same channel
based on a tree topology. The multi-channel allocation game is formulated as
a coalition formation game. Neighboring nodes are assigned different receiving
channels in the game. Non-leaf sensor nodes are considered a player set and a
set of orthogonal channels form coalitions. The payoff that a player receives by
joining a coalition is defined as 1/|Ck|, where |Ck| is the number of neighbors
in the same coalition including the player. A balanced coalition structure is
achieved when all nodes have a minimum number of neighbors in the coalition
where the node belongs. Initially all sensor nodes communicate on the same
channel and the communication topology is a tree rooted at the sink. A player
will join another coalition if its payoff can be improved. The required knowledge
is the number of neighbors assigned to each receiving channel. The coalition
game ends when a balanced coalition structure is achieved. The proposed
channel assignment method reduces overhearing through the multi-channel
allocation game. However, this approach adds a relatively large overhead since
each iteration involves a large number of actions and multiple iterations are
needed to reach the equilibrium.
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MC-LMAC [21] is distributed node-based multi-channel MAC protocol
based on the single channel MAC protocol LMAC [22]. In this approach, all
nodes are initially communicating on the same predefined base channel. A
node only switches channels when the current channel is overcrowded. Initially,
when all the nodes communicate on the base channel, each node selects its
transmitting time slot based on the 2-hop neighbor information similar to
LMAC. Each node stores the slot selection of its 2-hop neighborhood in a
vector whose length is equal to the number of timeslots in a frame. Each node
transmits the time slot selected and its 1-hop neighbors slot selection through a
control message. On receiving a packet, a node executes the logic OR operation
to update the information about the occupied slots of its neighborhood and its
vector. If the node has not yet selected a transmitting slot, then it selects one
from the free slots. When node receives information from its neighbors, the
logic OR operation is executed and it takes the free slot as its transmitting time
slot. If a node seeking a time slot finds all of them occupied, then the node
becomes slotless. Such a node will try to switch channels for data transmission.
In MC-LMAC, the slots occupied by the 2-hop away neighbors can be reused
on a different channel. A node broadcasts the slots occupied by its 2-hop away
neighbors as free slots to the neighbors. A slotless node monitors the advertised
free slots and selects one node to negotiate a slot and a frequency pair. After
this, both nodes are switching to the negotiation channel in the specified time
slot.
2.1.2 Cognitive radio multi-channel approach
[23] proposes a cluster-based residual energy aware channel assignment scheme
for multi-channel CRSN. Residual energy for each node is estimated by an
R-coefficient. Channel assignment is based on the R-coefficient and it aims
to balance the residual energy of each sensor. In this approach, the whole
network is composed of different clusters where each cluster has a cluster head
(CH). A common control channel is defined for nodes within the same cluster.
Nodes exchange information on the common control channel and the CH is
responsible for assigning data transmission channels for the nodes in its cluster.
A frame is divided into k+1 time slots, where the first slot is reserved for
channel assignment and the remaining k slots are used for data transmission.
Since this work addresses the issue of channel assignment within a cluster, we
still consider it as an approach for single node channel assignment.
Another single node channel assignment approach is proposed in [24]. It
incorporates CR technology into WSNs and proposes an energy aware channel
selection scheme. This work focuses on the channel decision between a pair of
nodes in order to minimize the energy consumption. Initially nodes communi-
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Figure 2.1: Concepts of Channel Bonding, Channel Aggregation, and Channel
Width Adaptation.
cate on a common control channel. When a node S1 has to send packets to S2,
S1 first transmits the number of packets to S2. S2 estimates the energy cost of
each available channel, selects an optimal one, and informs S1 of the selected
channel. After that both nodes tune their radios to the selected channel for
data transmission. Channel occupancy is modeled using a simple semiMarkov
model which is similar to the work in [23] where a channel can be either in the
state idle or busy so that the average channel occupancy can be calculated. The
purpose is to determine whether to stop the sensing procedure and to choose
one of the channels from the already sensed channel set Sk, or to continue
sensing other channels until it finds a better one.
2.1.3 Spectrum bonding-based approach
In the context of cognitive radio (CR) based networks, dynamic spectrum access
(DSA) has turned out to be a promising approach for communication in those
bands where radio spectrum is already overcrowded [25]. This approach has
already shown a positive impact on the power consumption levels, network life
time and the interference faced by its member nodes. DSA can be implemented
easily in CRNs as CR nodes can change their operating parameters in order
to dynamically tune into a free channel. The benefits of CB in CRNs include
larger bandwidth, less complexity and higher channel capacity for the equal
amount of transmission power [26].
Experimental measurements show that spectrum sharing (under defined
power restrictions) can offer significant frequency reuse opportunities [27] and
go smoothly without creating any harmful interference or congestion problems
hence contiguous channels can be combined using CB to improve spectrum
utilization.
CB is a technique to combine set of contiguous non-overlapping channels to
make a bond of large bandwidth. CB and channel aggregation (CA) are two
different techniques which have different requirements and prerequisites. CB
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needs to be applied on contiguous channels as shown in Figure 2.1 whereas
channel aggregation does not need contiguous channels. CB is more beneficent
if we want to increase the system capacity. Shannon’s channel capacity formula
gives channel capacity which is directly proportional to bandwidth.
2.2 Artificial intelligence applications inWSNs
From the first introduction of learning program sketch in 1950’s [28], machine
learning is proposed as the subset of artificial intelligence techniques, is used to
build enhance computer models which autonomously learning processes from
data and information. With the development in last decades, machine learning
methods are widely used in different kinds of tasks including classification, re-
gression and recommendation, etc. Practical machine learning application have
been exploited in various area of cancer prognosis, fault detection, individual
recommendation, stock prediction and system self-control, etc.
In the dynamic environment of wireless sensor networks, nodes monitor and
gather varied sensed data which following specified system decision scheme.
For the rapidly changing environment, the most challenging task is to develop
an efficient algorithm that can meet the requirement of different wireless sensor
network application scenarios simultaneously. Recent years, to address this
problem, many researchs [29] aim to integrate machine learning techniques
into wireless sensor network for the maximum resource utilization of diverse
network environment and self optimization in network life extension. The main
reason that machine learning is important technique for WSN applications can
be interpreted as follow:
• The environment of sensor networks usually dynamically change and
fluctuate. In this kind of uncertain circumstance, traditional system
models with static and pre-programmed rules is difficult to keep good
performance. Machine learning techniques could be adopted to make
adaptive system decision for dynamic environment.
• In some specific environments, complicated system behaviors are difficult
to be described with single mathematical models. High dimensionality
of hyperparameter make such problems difficult to be solved at hand.
The preprocessing analysis such as Principal component analysis (PCA)
[30, 31] or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) could identify patterns
to reduce dataset dimensions with minimal loss of information. The
high-variance features are extracted onto smaller subspace which can
be used in predictive models and exploratory sensor data analysis and
aggregation task.
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• For exploratory WSN applications, the target of monitoring environment
might be dangerous or unaccessible. sensor nodes are deployed without
initialized model optimization due to the lack of collected data and
information for unknown sensor environment. Several machine learning
algorithms allow sensor nodes to build robust system decisions that
could tolerate noisy environment variable and acquire knowledge from
unexpected environment during monitoring tasks.
• In the area of Internet of things (IoT) [32] and cyber physical systems
(CPS), high level platforms based on WSN techniques need more smart
system-decision and real-time reliable performance with the requirement
of quality of experience. For analyzing data immediately from the precisely
identification in previously collected knowledge or new client behaviors
that system never actually met, different levels of application tasks are
performed depending on the collaboration with machine learning to find
and optimize patterns in order to propose reliable and flexible application
services.
2.2.1 Supervised learning-based approach
The primary function of machine learning is to automate the learning process
from data samples. The fundamental approach typically used in machine
learning is the inductive form of learning [33]. Induction refers to the classical
type of inference where a generalization is obtained from a set of observations.
The generalized model proposes the dependencies or describes an approximation
function between the inputs and output. The future values can be predicted
using the approximation function which is the general intent of inducing a
generalized learning model, and this process follows the classical inference
mechanism of deduction. Prediction of model is valuable in many scenarios.
Some situations are considered when the measurement system is expensive to
calculate the output relative to the input, or when the task is to use input values
to make proactive adjustments and control the output values of system. The
advantage of machine learning is that it can extract general trends or patterns
in the observed data. This ability is attractive because in many cases, the
system environment is complex and cannot be analyzed and described. In this
case, machine learning provides an alternative way to describe system behavior
through an approximation function which is from the learning of observation.
An example of a complex environment is the wireless channel. It is a complex
system involving multiple dynamics, especially when any antenna is mobile.
Therefore, analytical descriptions of wireless environments are often not feasible
[34]. However, through machine learning, a set of empirical samples consisting
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of input and output variables can be collected and then provided to a learning
algorithm. Then, using the training data, the model can systematically find the
appropriate model or approximate potential dependencies between variables in
statistical or probabilistic sense. It should be noted that for dynamic systems
such as wireless channels, learning is a continuous process and the approximated
function should evolve with the system. In addition, while most of the machine
learning processes can be automated, manual intervention is still needed which
include domain knowledge, modeling assumptions, or modeling parameters
optimization for the best performance [35].
The typical workflow of supervised learning is introduced in Figure 2.2.
Initially, we have original dataset with training example. Training dataset
should be representative of real-world use of function, but with unknown target
function f : X → Y . Original data should be processed with prerequisite data
clearing and feature engineering. The performance of learned function depends
strongly on how the input object is represented. The preprocessing generate
input distribution P (x) : x1, x2, . . . , xn which is transformed into input feature
vectors with target value: (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn). Feature engineering
process should be cautious, too high dimensional features increase the difficulty
for machine learning algorithm to gather prediction strategies from sparse and
dissimilar data features efficiently. Insufficient data features don’t contain
enough information or additional noise which will lead to underfitting or bias of
prediction model. Prediction model established on high correlation features will
learn too much information from similar features. Excessive weight is assigned
by learning algorithm result in excessively complicated model which has the risk
of overfitting. Then learning algorithm A [36] is determined based on different
machine learning tasks and characters of training examples. In supervised
learning, the performance of hypothesis prediction g(x) is evaluated in each
learning iteration on special test subset of training examples. Parameters in
hypothesis set H could be adjusted according to the validation performance
from test subset, try to optimize performance of prediction model.
Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVMs) is a set of supervised learning methods to find
a decision boundary that maximum separate distance between different classes.
SVM algorithm builds model that assigns new examples different categories as a
non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. In high dimensional space, hyperplane
or a set of hyperplanes is built to achieve separation with largest functional
margin between classes of training data. Mapping original training data space
into much higher dimensional space make separation easier, but also brings large
computational cost [37]. In order to reduce the expenditure, higher dimensional
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Figure 2.2: Supervised learning workflow diagram.
hyperplane could be find more efficiently through a similarity function. Dot
products could be replaced with a kernelfunction where high performing
kernels are processed without huge and potentially infinite dimensional feature
vector. Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel [37] and Polynomial kernel
[38] are two kernel functions which are commonly used in classification tasks of
SVMs.
MAPPLE [39] introduces a supervised learning method to learn link quality
estimation of wireless network. Online protocol is applied to collect link quality
measurements by broadcasting probemessages with different rates to generate
the expectation of network traffic conditions. Supervised learning framework
SupportV ectorRegression (SVR) is built to process offline the collected data to
make the prediction model for link quality estimation. Training data set consists
of 8 attribute selected features with labels of measured link quality, are non-
linearly mapped into higher dimensional feature space. k-fold cross-validation
(CV) splits training data set into k subsets in order to avoid overfitting during
training model. The best parameter set of error penalty parameter C, Gaussian
RBF kernel parameter σ, and loss function parameter ε, is optimized by the
evaluation process of GridSearch method.
Decision Tree
Authors in [40] present the Self-Adapting MAC layer (SAML) that switch MAC
protocols dynamically from a Reconfigurable MAC Architecture (RMA) to
gain the desired characteristics to meet the requirement of application. MAC
selection engine is selected based on decision tree supervised model, which is
most suitable protocol for given application QoS requirement, current traffic
pattern and ambient interference levels. The features of training data consist
of application specified REL order, measurement value of mean and variance
of Inter-packet Interval (IPI) and Received Signal Strength (RSS) in different
sliding window size, respectively.
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Neural Networks
From the initial finding [41] in biological neural systems, synaptic connections
are built between biological neurons and logic gates with binary outputs.
Neurons can be understood as the subunits of a neural network in biological
brain, accumulated input signal exceeds certain threshold that will generate
passed output signal. These prerequisite works inspired basic concept of
artificial neuron network: cascading chains of decision units used to learn the
values of weight w then multiplied with input features in order to recognize
nonlinear and complex function [42]. The basic step of perceptron neuron
network can be described as follow:
• m-dimensional input values xi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and bias are combined with
corresponding initial weight vector w;
• Network input function makes aggregation processing to compute the
summation of input single for activation function.
• Output value is calculated from multiple inputs, signal is generated if
value exceed threshold of activation functions g(z). Typical activation
functions include unit step, linear, sigmoid, tanh, Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), etc.
• Cost function is defined based on different learning tasks. The optimiza-
tion algorithm (e.g., Gradient descent) generates feedback to update
weight vector w in order to minimize cost function.
Figure 2.3: Architecture of two hidden layers neural network.
The work flow of two hidden layers neural network is illustrated by Figure
2.3. From the online approximator structures, neural networks have been effec-
tively applied for the identification and control of system-dependent nonlinear
structures in wireless sensor networks. [43, 44].
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The learning methods of neural network which map the input layer and
output layer could be classified into supervised learning, unsuperivesd learning
and reinforcement learning. For the implementation of neural network with
supervised learning-based approach, [45] proposes a two-layer neural network
regression model to approximate dynamics conditions of healthy sensor nodes
and estimate the possible failure function with a fault output threshold value
based on the output estimation error in current instant instance. A modified NN
model [46] is presented based on the recurrent neural network[47] (RNN) for the
identification and fault detection of sensor nodes. The interconnections and in-
teraction between neighbor sensor nodes construct the methodology of building
estimation model with backpropagation-based neural network structure. Input
space is selected with the combination of previous output samples of modeling
sensor node and the current and previous output samples of neighboring sensor
nodes.
In unsupervised learning applications, neural networks aims to research
patterns with only a set of unlabeled training examples. Neural networks
try to learn better representations of the input space, which is used in the
features extraction, meta-features engineering of observed data [48, 49, 50].
Fuzzy Hopfield neural network (FHNN) [51] is presented to solve transmission
problem of TDMA broadcasting scheduling in wireless sensor networks. Each
time slot and node are considered as data sample and cluster respectively, time
slots are distributed into the nodes of network with interference constraints.
fuzzy c-means clustering is interpreted into unsupervised two dimensional fuzzy
Hopfield neural network in order to find minimize frame length with trans-
mission scheduling and avoid potential transmission collisions. [52] integrates
Hopfield neural network and data transformation techniques together to solve
travelling salesman problem (TSP). Data statistical techniques such as Z-score
transformation [53] and base-10 logarithmic transformation are integrated into
neural networks in order to achieve optimal tours with less total distances.
In reinforcement learning algorithm, agent try to communicate with envi-
ronment and learn to find optimized policy which could select the best action
with highest long terms rewards from environment. For the Q(s, a) function
of Q-learning, state-action space is too large to store in look-up table, neu-
ral network is constructed in Q-learning [54, 55] to find maximum Q values
max(s′ , a′) for every possible action in the new state.
Logistic regression
[56] proposes data-driven link quality estimator which consist of three steps:
data collection, offline modeling, and online prediction. For the step of data
collection, four attributes of input data features are considered: Packet Recep-
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tion Rate (PRR), Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR), and Link Quality Indicator (LQI). PRR is combined each feature
of PHY parameters as (PKT = [PRR,RSSI/SNR/LQI]) by window mean
estimator with exponentially weighted moving average. The offline modeling
step includes model training and selection which three classification algorithms
are considered: Naive Bayes classifier, Logistic Regression, and Neural Net-
works. Logistic Regression results in the fastest training speed and best binary
classification performance on test data set. In order to avoid the correlation
of PRR and physical parameters changing with time due to the variations of
hardware specification, aggregated data from different nodes are collected into
one data set as the input vectors of single training model.
K-nearest neighbor
K-nearest neighbors is a simple algorithm that stores all available cases and
classifies new cases based on a similarity measure (e.g., distance functions).
KNN has been used in statistical estimation and pattern recognition already in
the beginning of 1970’s as a non-parametric technique.
For the classification task of wireless sensing event on resource constraints
nodes, [57] offer a resource efficiency event classification approach with k-nearest
neighbor search on condensed kd-tree algorithm. Dynamic neighborhood
mechanism is used to evaluate the likelihood of a node belonging to a class,
magnitude of each class is calculated by taking the summation of neighboring
nodes within the class. In the condensed kd-tree, each new node is merged
with an existing node if they are in the same condensingradius in order to
reduce the size of tree in the acceptable level of performance degradation.
2.2.2 Unsupervised learning-based approach
Unsupervised learning-based algorithm is used in data aggregation, data ex-
traction, data selection, sensor nodes clustering and adaptive system control in
wireless sensor network tasks [58]. For unsupervised learning approach, training
sets don’t provide precise labels, models are trained to find the structure and
relationship from different feature characteristic of inputs. The typical unsu-
pervised learning model aims to find pattern to divide data set into different
groups that keep the similarity of features in each subspace.
Principal component analysis (PCA) could extract latent variables that
indicates dominant variance from redundant features, which is an important
approach for dimensionality reduction and data cleaning of projective clustering
problems [59]. From covariance matrix on normalized features, eigenvectors
and eigenvalues are calculated to represent direction of component and amount
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of variance explained by the component in order to find top eigenvectors for
low-dimensional subspace. The visualization of eigenvectors are plotted on
3-dimensional sample data space, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Visualization of eigenvectors in Principal component analysis
(PCA).
In [60], based on excited distributed approachs of principal component anal-
ysis to reduce communication cost, authors propose consensus-based algorithms
CB-EM-DPCA to achieve global performance with only local communications
between neighbors. expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to esti-
mate latent principal subspace with maximum probability of dominating the
data observation.
[61] proposes distribute adaptive covariance matrix eigenvector estimation
algorithm (DACMEE) to estimate eigenvectors corresponding to the Q largest
or smallest eigenvalues of the network features covariance matrix. Instead of
the communication cost for transmitting raw sensor data observations and
computational overhead of EVD in large dimensional matrix, DACMEE only
transmits fused Q-dimensional observations with compression matrix.
[62] introduces a feature extraction and feature selection framework for
performance characterization in multi-hop wireless sensor networks by com-
pressing original feature vectors and eliminating redundant network attributes.
For the collection of network measurements, the performance of link i→ j is
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translated into packet reception ratio PRRij and classified into category with
feature binning. Different available network metrics from cross layers generate
set of multi features and form normalized feature vector fij for each link by z-
score. Mix of supervised and unsupervised learning approachs are collaborated
for feature selection process. Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to
eliminate redundant features and generate top-ranked feature m∗, which could
decrease the feature matrix size. Besides, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) is applied
to cluster the features that indicate high entropy between feature m∗ and its
kth nearest neighbor. High redundancy features are eliminated after several
iteration of k-NN process. Accordingly, feature extraction and selection process
identify patterns to integrate network performance into compressed feature
vector and reduce the dimensions of network feature vector with minimal loss
of network attribute informations.
K-means [63] is another unsupervised learning algorithm which is usually
used in data clustering tasks. The main algorithm of K-means is try to find
centroid positions for each cluster of data in euclidian space. K-means clustering
partition them observations (x(1), . . . , x(m)) intoK sets, which aims to minimize
the sum of distance functions of each point in the cluster ti the K center. The
optimized object function of K-means clustering algorithm can be expressed as
follow:
J(c(1), . . . , c(m), µ1, . . . , µK) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
‖x(i) − µc(i)‖2 (2.1)
After randomly initialization of K cluster centroid (µ1, . . . , µK) for m ob-
servations, K-means algorithm can be basically divided into two step:
• Cluster assignment: Assign cluster index (1, . . . , K) to c(i) with cluster
centroid closest to x(i).
• Move centroid: Calculate the average value of points assigned to cluster
(1, . . . , K), then update centroid position (µ1, . . . , µk).
These two steps of K-means are repeated until the convergence of objective
function. The prototype of centralized and distributed K-means clustering
algorithm are implemented in [64]. In the initialization of clustering, k group
of centroids are selected at random locations. Euclidian distance between each
node and all centroids are calculated, nodes are assigned to the group which has
nearest distance with centroid, respectively. Recalculate centroid position and
distance change with previous iteration, then repeat the previous clustering step
until convergence. Based on the character of network hard partition by using
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k-means clustering algorithm, [65] proposes Fuzzy C-Means algorithms that
sensor nodes are grouped into clusters with the degree of each cluster rather
than the hard partition clustering mode. Sensor nodes near the boundary of
cluster has probability to be selected as the member of another neighbor cluster
which has similar degree.
2.2.3 Fuzzy logic-based approach
Fuzzy logic system (FLS) is a machine intelligence technique based on multi-
variate truth values. Fuzzy logic agent works by mapping crisp values into fuzzy
linguistic variable, numeric data limited to input variable range is mapped
into another output value of single variable. For the applications in WSNs,
fuzzy control system has natural advantage that no completed mathematical
model or formulation is required for the dynamic systems of network which is
difficult to be formulated precisely with equation [66], the relationship between
system output and control inputs is built with fuzzy logic function instead of
completed numeric model.
Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [67] is the early well-
known hierarchical routing protocol. The CH is elected in rotation basis on
the basis of probabilistic value to balance the resource overhead on each sensor
node. Only selected CHs have permission to communicate with base station
(BS). Based on the typical LEACH protocol, [68] proposes improved protocol
LEACH-FL with fuzzy logic approach that consider battery level, distance and
node density into consideration. LEACH protocol only select cluster heads
based on the probability model without considering the network density and
location of nodes. In LEACH-FL, high battery level and node density increase
the probability that node is selected to be CH, increasing distance between
node and BS result in the output that node has decreasing probability to be
selected as CH. In the Energy-aware distributed dynamic clustering protocol
(ECPF) [69], residual energy of nodes is the primary parameter for tentative
CHs election. Then, fuzzy logic is employed to evaluate the cost of nodes
for determining the final CH from the tentative CHs. Every node select the
connection with CH from neighbors which has the least fuzzy cost value. [70]
consider one super-CH (SCH) among CHs which can send data to BS with the
utilization of bandwidth efficiency, SCH is selected from CHs base on fuzzy
rules then collects aggregated data from CHs and send data to BS. Remaining
battery power, mobility and centrality are considered as three fuzzy input
variables for the selection of tentative Super Cluster Head.
SUIT [71] provides fuzzy logic-based congestion detection estimation and
congestion mitigation technique by decreaseing frame quality to an acceptable
level. In the buffer management design of transport layer, three metrics (current
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hop count, average delay and frame index) are considered to calculate the overall
score for packet prioritization processing. Current hop count value is integrated
into packet header. The packet which has high transmission hop count value
until it reach sink has higher drop-out probability than the packet has low hop
count value from source to sink. Based on the range of minimum transmitting
hop value to maximum hop value defined by network topology, possible hop
count value is divided into four subspace with interval points h1, h2, and
h3, The score of weight Wh is calculated from different subspace. For the
congestion detection, The metrics used in FLS control input set contains ratio
of incoming to outgoing packets of sliding window, number of contenders and
buffer occupancy of next-hop node. LOW (L), MEDIUM(M), HIGH(H)
are defined as three linguistic variables which indicate the congestion level
of system. In fuzzy inference system, the weight of fuzzy classes for three
linguistic variables are set respectively where rule evaluation method (REM)
calculates the output of rule with it and generate consequence fuzzy class c.
Instead of using centroid calculation for defuzzification processing which has
relative computational cost for sensor node device, isosceles triangle is defined
to calculate membership function of each fuzzy class in order to decrease the
computational complexcity level.
In [72], a fuzzy logic-based routing algorithm is proposed to realize energy
optimized routing decision with multiparameter. Social welfare function is used
to predict the unbalance of residual energy in neighbors after determining next
hop nodes. fuzzy logic system consists of three input fuzzy variables: degree of
closeness of node to the shortest path (DCSP) and degree of closeness of node
to Sink (DCS) represent the observation of energy efficiency for selecting the
next hop node, degree of energy balance (DEB) indicates the energy balance of
routing decision. The output fuzzy variable space indicates the precise election
chance of next hop nodes which is separated into seven internal with different
custom output functions.
2.2.4 Reinforcement learning-based approach
In recently decade, reinforcement learning-based techniques are used in self-
control system decision tasks for WSNs applications [29], such as smart MAC
protocol [73, 74, 75], probability routing [76, 77], data aggregation [78, 79] and
event detection [80, 81, 82], etc. Reinforcement learning allows sensor to play
the role of agent, learning procedures are performed by the interaction with
environment, as shown in Figure 2.5[83]. In each iteration, agent perceives
network environment state st and performs action at by different action selection
algorithms. Agent updates its beneficial value from the immediate rewards
r(at, st) of each action after every iteration. The final object of agent is self-
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learning to take the best system-decision that maximize its long-range time
expected rewards from special wireless network tasks.
Figure 2.5: Interaction visualization of reinforcement learning.
Q-Probabilistic Routing (Q-PR) [77] proposes dynamic geographic opportunistic-
based routing algorithm that makes intelligent routing decisions from custom
rewards from previous routing experiments and local interaction with neigh-
bour nodes. The custom cost metrics are estimated by the expected number
of retransmissions (ETX) to destination divided by the progress in the hop,
which build the mapping between performance of energy consumption, latency,
link quality, transmit distance and routing policy. The decision of forwarding
message from observation vector is followed by Bayesian decision model, makes
the trade-off between transmission energy and message importance.
[84] studies reinforcement learning application for self-organizing wake-up
scheduling on three different network topologies. Each node stores Q-value
for each slot within its data frame which indicates the system feedback benifit
from the node staying awake previous slots. The initialization Q-values are
selected from uniform random distribution between 0 and 1 for each slot
of agents. In every iteration, sensor node will select the awake time from
the consecutive time slots that have the most beneficial Q-values. Smooth
exploratory strategy is deployed to make sure that each random initiated slot
could access to exploration and update Q-value based on the existed greedy
policy. If the summation of Q-values in the slots is much larger than others slots,
the reinforcement learning policy is considered to be the state of convergence.
In [85], authors presents non-deterministic Q-learning approach to manage
the system decision of sensor networks with extracted cross layer information.
In the proposed method cross-layer collaborative communication (CL-CC),
sensor nodes combine the extracted information from MAC layer interactions
with the spatial and temporal correlation of observations and optimize the
schedule of Active and Sleep states. Non-deterministic Q-learning method is
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used to optimize energy consumption in the way of self-learning, the objective
of Q-learning is to learn the best policy π which aims to maximize the expected
sum of rewards from performing selected acitons. The immediate reward rt is
calculated from the estimated conditional entropy H(Xt|X1:t−1) divided by the
total energy consumption by sensor node Si. However, author didn’t consider
that classical Q-learning is designed based on neural network model which also
increase computational overhead and additional energy consumption for sensor
nodes.
ALOHA-Q [86] combines frame based Slotted ALOHA and Q-Learning al-
gorithm to avoid collisions and retransmissions. The receiver make the decision
which slots to listen based on the extracted information from transmitters.
Transmitters carry the information that indicate number of future frames that
transmitters will use in current slot i which is calculated from Q-function. Ping
packet is proposed to provide correct transmission information to receiver in
order to avoid unnecessary energy consumption caused by idle listening and
over hearing under low traffic mode. [87] optimizes the exploration and ex-
ploitation approach to improve ALOHA-Q for dynamic environment condition.
In the ε-greedy policy, constant value of ε is not suitable for different condi-
tions of network environment. Aloha-Q-EPS method dynamically control the
probability of exploration which is calculated from current Q-value to provide
adequate level of exploration. After convergence, ε-greedy policy follows the
strategy with the value of Qconvergence which is decided by network environment
conditions.
RMCA [88] proposed regret matching based channel assignment algorithm
to exploit parallel channel transmission. Three metrics Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR), Valid Receiving Ratio (VRR) and Average packet Transfer Delay
(ATD) are considered as the indication of network interference. Each node
in network is considered to perform modified regret matching procedure for
solving the channel assignment problem from non-overlapping channels set
C = {1, 2, . . . , c}. The object of regret matching algorithm is making the
trade off between ATD minimization and VRR maximization. Based on the
probability pti(x) that sensor node i selects channel x in iteration t, estimated
average regret R is computed for self-optimization on channel assignment
strategy of next stage. After the achievement of stable performance in channel
assignment, sensor nodes stop regret matching based optimization procedure.
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Multivariate Stack Model for
Cross-layer Analysis of IEEE
802.15.4 Networks
In order to design efficient cross-layer optimization mechanism and self-adaptive
control cognitive system, it’s critical to deeply analyze the wireless sensor
network protocol. Because of the specifications in low-cost, low-power IEEE
802.15.4 wireless sensor networks, comprehensive analytical model is important
for evaluating the performance under varying wireless channel constraints. The
systematic properties of single physical layer and medium access control (MAC)
layer protocol have been studied through the techniques based on mathematical
models or experiment-based approachs. However, It is insufficient to evaluate
network performance on the basis of existing single layer model or cross-layer
model with stationary parameters, especially for the multivariable parameters-
based wireless network environment.
In this chapter, we propose an enhanced stack cross-layer analytical model
based on the comprehensive combination and interaction between PHY layer
propagation model and MAC layer Markov chain model. Dynamic interaction
between sub-layer models achieve adaptive performance estimation with hyper-
parameters sets. Cross-layer performance degradation is analyzed under the
varying inputs of multi-parameters vectors, several Quality of Service (QoS)
metrics and effective energy consumption metric are proposed and evaluated,
respectively. From the simulation results compared with benchmark models,
the stack cross-layer model offers the most comprehensive performance analysis
with different cross-layer parameters sets which include distance, transmit
power, noise power, and information loads, etc.
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we pay the attention to the performance analytical model for
IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor networks. IEEE Std 802.15.4 defines the physical
layer (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) sublayer specifications [89]
for low-data-rate wireless communication with limited battery consumption
devices.
Due to the different applications and environment constraints in wireless
sensor network, performance analytical model is an important study for the
evaluation and estimation of Quality of Service (QoS) and energy consumption.
Several researchs use the empirical-based approach [90, 91, 92, 93] to investigate
the behavior and performance of networks. Some experiments indicate different
performance results of wireless network from analytical simulation model, which
shows us clearly the reason behind the phenomenon of network performance.
Apart from empirical-based approach, several studies [94, 95, 96, 97, 98] focus
on the analytical model based on the Markov chain model. Analytical studies
aim to develop generalized mechanisms with multivariable functions which is
able to track the network performance with key indicators (such as throughput,
reliability, delay, etc.). In the existing methods of cross-layer analytical model
[97, 95, 98], performance metrics of each sub-layer are calculated independently.
Joint model [98] consider additional influence of physical channel constraints,
which is combined with Markov MAC layer model in order to reproduce
synthetic performance analysis.
However, the joint model in [98] only calculate a constant value of packet
reception rate in PHY layer model where interpreted into Markov chain model
of CSMA/CA mechanism. Due to the uncertainty features in WSNs, different
application tasks and varying environment parameters generate fluctuating
performance requirement. A performance analysis should be considered under
the sets of multivariate hyperparameter. Consequently, we built a dynamic stack
cross-layer analytical model based on IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA mechanism
which combined PHY layer propagation model and MAC layer Markov chain
model in a sufficient way. The interactional PHY and MAC layer models
share multi-dimensional systematic parameters from multivariate input vectors
(include information load, transmit distance, transmit power, SNR, etc.). Cross-
layer overhead increases along with the changing values of parameters input
space, which cause the packet transmission error on physical channel. Dynamic
PHY channel constraints impact on CSMA/CA mechanism will result in further
global performance degradation. Stack cross-layer model aims to fully integrates
PHY layer channel constraints and MAC layer CSMA overhead into a combined
analytical model, which is available to predict the variance of QoS performance
with multi-dimensional environment parameters. Besides, energy consumption
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evaluation metric should be elaborated based on instantaneous QoS performance
in network. Effective energy consumption represents the expected energy
expenditure for each successfully transmitted bit, which indicates the overall
energy conversion efficiency.
3.1.1 Contention-Based Medium Access
Wireless sensor network is deployed to perform sensing tasks and communication
without intervention of human for a long time. MAC layer protocol is designed
to appropriately manage and control the node’s behavior to communicate
with other sensor node avoiding collision and congestion. Several reservation-
based protocols are designed based on code division multiple access (CDMA),
time division multiple access (TDMA), or frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) techniques to pursue less network collision. Besides, many MAC layer
protocols for WSNs are implemented based on contention-based medium access
techniques. Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
is one of the most popular contention-based mechanisms which have flexible
ability for varying network size and topology. Slots are allocated on nodes
based on the contention mechanism, each node should listen to the channel
to get the states that channel is busy or idle before transmit packet. If the
idle state of channel is detected based on the requirement of channel clear
assessment, the node will acquire permission to send packet. On the contrary,
the node should wait a random time to avoid contention channel then continue
listening until the channel is available. A node will discard the packet if it
reaches the threshold value of limited maximum attemps which is predifined in
CSMA mechanism. The basic workflow of CSMA/CA mechanism using slotted
or unslotted mode is illustrated by Figure 3.1.
IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA mechanism is used for each data frame trans-
mission or MAC control packet in contention access period (CAP), which is
divided into two types of channel access mechanism:
• Slotted CSMA/CA algorithm, the back-off period boundaries for each
node is aligned with beacon transmission in the CAP of superframe. PHY
layer begin all the transmission task on the boundary of the back-off
period.
• Unslotted CSMA/CA algorithm is used on no-beacon mode networks.
The period of back-off procedure of each node has no correlation in time
with back-off period of other nodes.
The algorithm of CSMA/CA mechanism is implemented based on the basic
time unit Back-off Period (BP), which is usually defined as aUnitBackoffPeriod =
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Figure 3.1: Workflow of carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
algorithm.
20symbols. NB is initialized to 0 and it records the number of backoff proce-
dures for the current transmission attemp. Backoff exponent (BE) defines the
number of backoff periods each node should wait for the next assessment in
the channel or clear channel assessment. Random number of backoff periods
is selected in the range of (0 : 2BE − 1). The contention window size (CW)
is defined as the number of consecutive backoff periods a channel should be
detected as clear before transmission is permitted. Before each transmission
attemp, CW should be initialized as constant value (Default CW = 2), which
means the node has to conduct 2 carrier sense mechanisms named clear channel
assessment (CCA) at the backoff period boundary to avoid potential collisions
of acknowledgement frames. Sensor node should sense wireless medium as the
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status of idle during both of the two CCAs. Otherwise, the node will cancel the
packet transmission and perform backoff period again. macCSMABackoffs is
defined as the maximum number of backoff attemps, CSMA/CA will clarify a
channel assess failure if NB is greater than macCSMABackoffs, which is usually
predifined from 0 to 5.
3.1.2 Probability Models for WSNs
In order to mimic the behavior of wireless sensor network and corresponding
change of performance, probabilistic models are applied into performance ana-
lytical model which usually involves integrating a complex, multi-dimensional
probability distribution. Fot instance, It should be a complex integration of
different factors to calculate the expectation of channel congestion state. This
is difficult to calculate due to the high dimensionality of model distribution
and is hard to find closed-form expression for the integral available using calcu-
lus. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is usually used as the fundamental
method that allow us to approximate complex pattern in WSNs system using
stochastic sample routines.
A Markov chain [99] is a stochastic process that operates sequentially (e.g.
temporally), transitioning from one state to another within an allowed set
of states, S = {s1, s2, ..., sr}. The process starts in one of these states and
moves successively from one state to another with step. If Markov chain in
currently in state si, it has probability of pij to move to state sj. Markov
processes are stochastic processes that have the property that the next value of
the process depends on the current value, but it is conditionally independent
of the previous values of the stochastic process. This probability does not
depend on which states the chain was in before the current state, which we call
it finite state-space Markov chain. The probabilities pij are called transition
probabilities, is defined by Equation 3.1. The process can remain in the current
state, and this occurs with probability pii. Initial probability distribution is
deployed with a particular state as the starting state, the chain will run for
a long time t→∞ until reach an equilibrium which is the chain’s stationary
distribution.
pij = p(X(t+1) = j|x(t) = i) (3.1)
Transition matrix P is used to calculate transition probabilities, probability
pij is given as the ith row and jth column. The total transition probability
from state i to other states or remain in current state must be 1, as shown in
Equation 3.2.
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r∑
j=1
pij = 1 (3.2)
p
(2)
ij =
r∑
k=1
pikpkj (3.3)
For considering two steps of transition probabilities from i to j is denoted
as p(2)ij . In transition matrix operation (Equation 3.3), the ith row of P dot
with the jth column of P for r states Markov chain. The computation in
Markov chain allows analytical model to describe the basic functionalities of
IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA and study the behavior of each node under idle and
saturated traffic channel conditions.
3.1.3 Related Works
Some related researches try to reproduce IEEE 802.15.4 standard performance
and achieve further optimization mechanism. On the one hand, Markov chain
model is frequently used in the systematic performance analysis on CSMA/CA
MAC layer protocol. [94] firstly proposes Markov-based analytical model which
mimic the performance of slotted CSMA/CA mechanism. The generalized
analysis allows to measure reliability, delay and energy consumption by a
Markov chain, depending on the collision probability in unsaturated traffic
network. [96] analyses the performance of CSMA/CA mechanism in non-ACK
mode by modified Markov chain model. In [100], authors provide analytical
model through event chains computation approach. It only considers chains
with a probability to occur greater than pre-defined threshold to reduce com-
plexity. [101] introduces an analytical MAC layer model which tune parameters
macMinBE and macMaxCSMABackoffs in order to improve the trade-off
between sampling frequency and application requirement. Markov model with
k states is proposed in [95] to account for varying changing conditions under
LR-WPAN lossy channel, error rate and frame sequences correlation are derived
between transmitter and receiver.
On the other hand, several studies focus on PHY layer model in order to
reproduce the performance influence of physical channel constraints. [102]
quantifies the impact of PHY channel constraints and hardware variance on
unreliable and asymmetric links and generates expectation and variance of
packet reception rate through given transmission region boundary. PHY layer
transmission model [103] is built based on the degradation of AWGN channel
and block Rayleigh fading channel. Expected energy cost for each successfully
received bit is considered as metrics for energy consumption analysis. Numerical
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parameters about transmission power, transmit hoping distance with different
modulation scheme are optimized in order to find the energy consumption
minimization of packet transmission.
Besides, several works make the combination of sub-layer models with the
aim to faithfully mimic the cross-layer functionalities. [97] proposes a cross-layer
model based on the integrated MAC and PHY layer models, which consider
the impact of multi-path shadow fading channels on the network performance.
A joint layer model is presented in [98], which make the combination of two
relevant models from PHY and MAC layer. Transmission error on PHY layer
is first calculated then additional estimation is integrated into Markov MAC
layer model. However, the PHY layer model only consider transmission error
as a static estimation value from independent computation. How to develop
cross-layer dynamic tuning model with multivariable distribution function is
the object of improvement.
Consequently, it is important to analyze the system performance wireless
sensor network in a comprehensive way, which allows us to fully understand the
network structure and precisely estimate the network performance before trying
to develop pertinent optimization and improvement algorithms for specific
problems. The challenge is:
• Cross layer interactions : In the existing performance evaluation
model, many proposed approaches only focus on one aspect of the different
layers. The interaction between sub-layer cannot be neglected. This
could influence the network performance additionally. For instance,
the transmission error due to PHY channel constraints will aggravate
the performance degradation in MAC layer because of the CCA and
retransmission attemps in CSMA/CA.
• Energy consumption estimation : For a basic evaluation method
of the energy consumption in network, overall energy expenditure is
considered based on elementary energy consumption, which is calculated
from different states of network mechanism or experimental results in
each hardware component. It is important to investigate advanced energy
overhead metrics that indicate the effective conversion of overall energy
consumption. In this way it is possible to evaluate the performance level
both for QoS and energy efficiency.
• Multivariable parameters : In the real environment of wireless sensor
network, multiple dimensional factors and features will impact on the
network performance dynamically. The performance variances distribu-
tion should be depicted under multivariable parameters input space. This
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could generate directly analytical results with more accurate network
information.
3.2 Stack Cross-layer IEEE 802.15.4 Model
Our research is based on [98] which proposed analytical joint model over PHY
and MAC layer. It combined two relevant models together, by considering with
the impact of PHY layer error on Markov chain model based on MAC layer, in
order to elaborate the performance description. However, the PHY layer model
did not consider environment parameters as variables, output of PHY layer
packet transmission error probability pe is computed as a static value to be
joined into MAC layer model along with the different information load. Thus,
we propose a stack cross-layer IEEE 802.15.4 analytical model, that aims to
integrate channel parameter variables into submodel of each layer to obtain a
more precise performance estimatio. The estimation of each sublayer model
and fully interaction between combined sublayer models allow us to analyze
more widely performance in different states of sensor network environment.
Initially, the assumptions of network environment are made for proposed
stack cross-layer model:
• Each node perform synchronization at backoff period without sleep
interval-based mechanism.
• One hop star topology network that consist of certain number of contend-
ing nodes.
• The probability to start sensing the channel and packet sending probability
is assumed to be independent.
The structure of stack cross-layer model workflow is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Only information load Φ is considered as variable input in existing joint model.
On the basis of that, multivariate vectors are considered as input space with
multi-dimensional parameters, such as propagation distance d, transmit power
Pt and noise power N0, etc. The multi-interactions between submodels generate
the combined performance analysis model to obtain dynamic performance
response in the case of network environment with multivariable parameters.
Transmission error on PHY layer is calculated dynamically then integrated
into additional estimation of performance degradation in MAC layer Markov
chain model. Simulation stochastic process follows M/M/1/K queueing model
[98] as convergence control mechanism. Queue process run follows Poisson
arrival process for each receives frame until Markov chain process reaches an
equilibrium which converge the stationary state probability.
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Figure 3.2: stack cross-layer model structure
3.2.1 Physical Channel Propagation Model
Firstly, we analyse the transmission failure probability due to PHY layer
channel constraints. The physical layer transmission model is developed based
on the approaches which are derived from [102, 103, 104]. Propagation distance,
transmit power, fixed circuit energy consumption and symbol/packet error are
included as variables of PHY layer model. Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) is considered as the physical channel environment which signal is
transmitted with power spectral density of N2/2. Degradation of performance
due to the impact of physical channel error is estimated in the meta-model
of sublayer model. We assume the wireless network under one-hop signal
propagation mode, relational expression between transmitted power Ptx and
received power Prx is defined in formula 3.4, 3.5. GT and GR denote antenna
gain, Ls indicates the free-space path loss factor that influences the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in symbol.
Prx =
PtxGTGR
Ls
(3.4)
Ls = (
4πd
Φ )
2 (3.5)
In order to mimic the elementary performance degradation from modulation
typical sensor node radio, we analyze internal characters from sensor node
and external channel environment. These impact the symbol transmission
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Table 3.1: Symbol error probability expression
Modulation Error probability Pb
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))
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N0
)]2
16-QAM 3Q
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1− 34Q
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4
5
εavg
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)]
error of different modulations. Internal limitations of sensor node magnify
along with MAC layer overhead, PHY channel transmission failure give rise to
additionally performance deterioration of MAC layer. For the typical symbol
error probability based on different modulations, the summary formula [105]
is represented in Table 3.1. In here, we consider symbol error probability of
BPSK modulation pe,s|BPSK which is represented as formula 3.6:
pe,s|BPSK = Q
√
Prx
BN0
(3.6)
= Q(
√√√√PtxGTGRΦ2
(4π)2d2BN0
) (3.7)
Where symbol error probability of BPSK modulation is computed approxi-
mately with Q-function. Substituting the expression of transmission loss into
symbol error probability, the formula can be expanded eventually in equation
3.7. It can be deduced that transmission power pt provides positive correlation
with pe,s. Transmission distance d, bit repetition rate Φ and noise power N0
with bandwidth B are in negative correlation with pe,s. Additionally, packet
transmission failure probability can be represented as follows:
ns =
LP − LH
log2(M)
(3.8)
pe,f = 1− (1− pe,r(γ < γt))(1− pe,s)ns (3.9)
where pe,r indicates average transmission error probability due to system outage
over Rayleigh fading channels, the number of symbols per packet is defined as ns
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Figure 3.3: Markov chain transition states diagram for CSMA/CA algorithm
in IEEE 802.15.4
in Equation 3.8 in the condition of packet with LP bit payload size. Therefore,
packet transmission error probability is computed which undergo different
physical channel constraints with varying parametric variables set. This can
allow us to integrate PHY layer performance degradation adaptively into MAC
layer model in order to obtain stack model with multivariate parameters.
3.2.2 MAC layer CSMA/CA Markov Chain Model
For MAC layer analytical model, we analysis CSMA/CA procedure with Markov
chain model which is derived from [94]. The detail of Markov chain transition
states diagram for CSMA/CA algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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τ = (1− Pidle)
(
1− xNcaf+1
1− x
)(
1− yNrtx+1
1− y
)
b0,0,0 (3.10)
α = (1− (1− τ)N−1)(1− α)(1− β)
(
L+ LACK
Nτ(1− τ)N−1
1− (1− τ)N
)
(3.11)
β = 1− (1− τ)
N−1 +Nτ(1− τ)N−1
2− (1− τ)N +Nτ(1− τ)N−1 (3.12)
Reliability
Three elemental variables in CSMA/CA procedure are defined by τ , α and
β, which is expressed in Equation 3.10 - 3.12. They denote three states
probability in channel clear assessment (CCA) procedure, which indicate the
probability when node is not in idle state in a random slot, the first CCA
attempt failure probability and the second CCA attempt failure probability
respectively. Following the expressions in [94], the system error can be estimated
as follows:
x = α + (1− α)β (3.13)
y = (1− (1− pc,f )(1− pe,f ))(1− xNcaf+1) (3.14)
pcaf =
xNcaf+1(1− yNrtx+1)
1− y (3.15)
prtx = yNrtx+1 (3.16)
Where, x, y represent probability of CCA attempts failure and transmission
failure in the range of maximum CCA attempts limitation Ncaf respectively.
pcaf , prtx denote the probability of packet discard due to maximum CCA
attempts limitation and maximum retransmissions failure attempts respectively.
Delay
System delay is considered as the expected time expenditure to transmit a
packet successfully. Expected number of retransmissions attempts E[nrtx] is
defined in Equation 3.17 to evaluate the influence of variable parameters on time
overhead for receiving packet. P (X = n) represents probability corresponding
to each number of retransmission attempts, Nrtx is maximum retransmission
attempts limitation. After expanding expression, E[nrtx] could be described
with pc,f and pe,f . Furthermore, the total expectation value of time overhead
E[τd] is expressed in Equation 3.18. E[τ0] represents the time consumption
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Figure 3.4: Typical transceiver structure
of a successfully transmission, wasted time overhead can be divided into the
sum of each expected time intervals multiplied by the corresponding number of
retransmission attempts.
E[nrtx] =
Nrtx−1∑
n=1
τnP (X = n) (3.17)
= (1− (1− pc,f )(1− pe,f ))(1− (1− (1− pc,f )(1− pe,f ))
Nrtx)
(1− pc,f )(1− pe,f )
E[τd] =E[τ0] + E[nrtx](TDATA + T timeoutACK + 2TIPS)+
E[nrtx]
Nrtx − 1
Nrtx−1∑
n=1
E[Tbackoff (n)] (3.18)
Energy consumption
Cross-layer energy consumption analytical model is proposed based on the
combination of PHY layer and MAC layer energy analytical model. Overall
energy consumption is separated into effective energy consumption and wasted
energy expenditure, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. In the basic procedure of
CSMA/CA mechanism, Clear Channel Assessment is excuted in contention
window size, backoff mechanism reset CCA procedure in the case of congestion.
Frequent channel congestions increase the dependent energy usage on backoff
mechanism for each successful packet transmission. Therefore, packet discard
due to maximum backoff failure numbers or maximum frame retries attempts
limitation result in the wasted energy without successful data transmission.
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Figure 3.5: Effective energy consumption in CSMA/CA mechanism
For the base power consumption of circuit component, we accept the expression
of power consumption of transmitter and receiver from [104]. The typical
transceiver structure with linear modulation is shown in 3.4. The major
elements of energy consumption are digital-analog converter (DAC/ADC), low
pass filter (LPF), low noise amplifier (LNA), bandpass filter (BPF), mixer,
frequency synthesizer and power amplifier (PA). All the components of power
consumption are considered as fixed values. The final fixed circuit power
consumption is estimated by the summation of elementary values, which is
integrated into the calculation of effective energy consumption. The effective
energy consumption can be estimated with expectation of energy consumption
for receiving every bit information successfully, which is accepted as metrics to
demonstrate the efficiency of energy conversion in given network environment
parameters. As presented in Equation 3.19-3.23, each part of expected energy
consumption value could be computed separately:
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E[Ebackoff ] =
ncaf∑
i=0
(α− (1− α)β)i
(
2 + α + 2(1− α)β
α + (1− α)β i
)
· (ECCA + Ec,fixed) (3.19)
E[Ecaf ] =
ncaf∑
j=1
yjj(Ebackoff + Etx + Ec,fixed)+
(nrtx + 1)
α + 2(1− α)β
α + (1− α)β (ECCA + Ec,fixed) (3.20)
E[Ertx] = (nrtx + 1)(Ebackoff + Etx + Ec,fixed) (3.21)
E[ER] =
ncaf∑
j=0
yj(j + 1)(Ebackoff + Etx + Ec,fixed) (3.22)
E∗ = R
∗ · ER + pcafEcaf + prtxErtx + pidleEidle
R∗ · Φ(Lp − LH)
(3.23)
Where overall energy consumption is separated into several contributions.
E[ER] represents the energy expenditure in terms of reliable transmission.
E[Ebackoff ] indicates the elementary energy that sensor node performs backoff
procedure in the CSMA/CA backoff mechanism. E[Ecaf ], E[Ertx] are calculated
for the expected wasted energy in failed CSMA/CA procedure due to channel
access failure and maximum number retransmission attempts, respectively.
Ec,fixed is fixed circuit energy of transmitter and receiver [104]. Consequently,
the overall efficiency of energy consumption is derived from Equation 3.23. The
summation of expected energy overhead E∗ is computed depend on the prior
probability of each state then divided by reliable throughput in bit.
3.3 Performance Analysis
3.3.1 Simulation Scenario
We analyze simulation results of stack cross-layer analytical model through
the comparison with benchmark models in different simulation scenarios. The
simulation concludes two aspects of performance evaluation. On the one hand,
the relationship between system performance degradation and input variables
is evaluated. Information loads Φ and propagation distance d are selected as
two scenarios in the experiment. On the other hand, four metrics (Thoughtput,
Delay, Reliability and Effective energy consumption) are chosen to characterize
node performance with increasing information loads. Besides, we evaluate the
effective energy consumption by stack model which is under multi-dimensional
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Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Node numbers 20
Channel carrier 2450MHz
MacMinBE 3
MacMaxBE 5
MacMaxCSMABackoffs 4
MacMaxFrameRetries 3
MinBackoffExponent 3
MaxBackoffExponent 5
LH 6 bytes
LP 127 bytes
Etx 30 mW
Erx 40 mW
ECCA 40 mW
Eidle 0.8 mW
Ec,fixed 2.86 µJ/symbol
parameters space. Joint model [98] and typical MAC layer model [94] are
evaluated as benchmark performance. The elementary power states [106] and
CSMA/CA parameters are listed in Table 3.2.
3.3.2 Performance Metrics
the local probability of collision should be the same for all nodes. Under
saturated traffic, all nodes will reach a steady state where the probability
of collision reaches a constant and equal value for all sensor nodes. For the
performance evaluation of multivariate stack model, the main performance
metrics are simulated:
• Throughput : Total amount of data flow through communication.
• End-to-end delay : This metric indicates the average elapsed queuing
time to receive a frame which is an important metric in respect of quality
of service.
• Transmission error probability : The probability of transmission
attempt failure due to congestion and channel error which indicates the
accuracy of sensed data transmission.
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• Maximum retransmission failure probability : The probability of
CSMA/CA retransmission attemps failure due to retransmission attempt
limitation which indicates the overall performance of transmission.
• Packet delivery ratio : The probability of successful message transmis-
sion that indicates the data accuracy and dependability of communication.
• Effective Energy consumption : E∗ energy model in previous sub-
section is used to indicate the performance of efficiency in energy usage.
Instant energy consumption in simulation sequence and average energy
consumption in terms of different number of sensor nodes are evaluated
separately.
3.3.3 Simulation Results
Analysis of packet error probability with multivariable parameters
Firstly, Figure 3.6 compares performance degradation on transmission failure
under three transmission distances. Joint model generates significant impact on
transmission failure probability, which is compared to single MAC layer model,
especially in the light information loads. Constant output of PHY channel error
have risk of overestimation for the condition of multivariate parameters. From
the results in different distances, it is obvious that expanded information loads
Φ results in frequent channel collision pc,f and maximum CSMA backoff failure
pcaf which is under PHY channel constraints pe,f . It further causes a higher
probability of failed packet transmission. Transmission failure probability also
presents growth trend with increasing distance parameter simultaneously in
each parts of simulation scenario Φ, which verifies the output in Figure 3.7.
Furthermore, we characterize packet error probability over different infor-
mation loads . In Figure 3.7, transmission failure probability of stack model
is simulated in the range of transmission distance parameter from 0 to 100 m
in channel environment with different noise power. The information load Φ
is given at 2 frame/s. According to the description of joint cross-layer model,
dashed line represents the static estimated output of transmission failure prob-
ability in 20 m distance range. In stack model, transmission failure is counted
dynamically through the combination of PHY and MAC layer model. Under
the case that noise power N0 = 10 dB, transmission failure probability increases
significantly during the distance range 20 to 60 m. Thus, theoretical transmis-
sion distance can be predicted from given parameters. It can be observed that
higher channel noise level increases the probability of packet transmission error
in given distance.
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Figure 3.6: Transmission failure probability with information loads
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Figure 3.7: Transmission failure probability with distance
Analysis of retransmission mechanism with multivariable parameters
Similar analysis can be interpreted to the performance variance of maximum
retransmissions failure probability, as shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.9 demon-
strates packet discard probability due to the maximum retransmission attempts
failure of CSMA/CA procedure. Prior probability of combined transmission
failure boosts probability distribution variance of maximum packet retries
limitation in different distances and noise levels.
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Figure 3.8: stack cross-layer model structure
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Figure 3.9: stack cross-layer model structure
Analysis of QoS performance
In this subsection, we compare the global performances of stack model, joint
model and single MAC layer model which are appraised under pressure testing
scenario. Data information load Φ increases from 400 bits/s to 12000 bits/s
with given parameters sets.
As shown in Figure 3.10, with low data loads, adaptive PHY layer model
provides inconspicuous influence on node average thoughtput. Under the case of
stable condition, stack model keeps cautious estimation on PHY channel error
which compared with joint model. As offered information loads increase to the
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Figure 3.10: Average thoughtput with information loads
saturate range, the provided average thoughtput shrinks significantly in stack
layer model. This is caused by frequent channel collision, transmission failure
and optimized PHY channel error which are computed based on combined
layers model as shown in Figure 3.6-3.9.
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Figure 3.11: Average delay with information loads
Figure 3.11 depicts the evolution of time overhead due to CSMA procedure
for transmitting each packet successfully. In the heavy network loads of stack
model, the expected time overhead increases dramatically. Expanded number
of retransmissions attempts cause extra wasted time along with the probability
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of channel collision pc,f and PHY channel error pe,f , respectively. Expected
frame retries number nrtx is applied as a coefficient of time expenditure due
to frame control message overhead (TIPS, TACK , T timeoutACK , etc.) for additional
delay estimation. Furthermore, time overhead of continual backoff procedure
also give rise to additional latency in the range of maximum retransmissions
attempts Nrtx. High data loads have significant impacts on the overall system
reliability, as shown in Figure 3.12. Stack model obtains more decline trend of
reliability performance compared with joint layer model.
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Figure 3.12: Reliability with information loads
Analysis of effective energy consumption
For the evaluation of efficient energy consumption, we also rebuild energy
consumption estimation module for single MAC layer model [94] and joint
model [98] respectively. Additional fixed circuitry energy cost [103] is considered
as elementary value Ec,fixed = 2.86µJ/symbol. As illustrated in Figure 3.14,
at the range of light offered loads in stack model, effective energy consumption
increases linearly with input value Φ. PHY layer model achieves indistinctively
outcome of effective energy consumption for reliable transmission compared to
the results of signal layer MAC model. The result of joint model in early range
can be explicated as its overestimation on systematic performance degradation
as the result of the constant PHY channel error estimation. In the situation
that Φ increases to a saturate load level, efficient energy consumption E∗
increases dramatically due to the extra wasted energy expenditure under cross-
layer constraints model. Evolution indicates that network sacrifice efficiency of
overall energy conversion to make up the lack of QoS.
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Figure 3.13: Energy consumption in distances
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Figure 3.14: Effective energy consumption with information loads
Finally, three dimensional surface figure helps us to mimic the multivariate
functionalities of stack cross-layer model. Figure 3.15 presents the sampling
observation of effective energy consumption output, which influenced by the
input vectors of multivariate parameters (distance d, offered loads Φ and noise
level N0). In the condition of N0 = 10, effective energy consumption E∗
generates linear increasing trend along with the growth of data flow Φ or
propagation distance d. It’s noticeable that the exceptional results of energy
expenditure locate in the region of long distance and high data rate. The
phenomenon could be interpreted by the comprehensive affecting factors under
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Figure 3.15: 3D plots of effective energy consumption E∗ with multivariate parameter
sets (Φ, d, N0): (a) N0 = 10, (b) N0 = 15, (c) N0 = 18, (d) N0 = 20.
cross-layer conditions. From the evolution of E∗ with growing channel noise
level N0, region in long distances and saturated data flow show more significant
increment. Simulation results are in a good agreement with the interpretations
in previous section.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, based on the joint layer model [98] with static PHY layer
error calculation, we proposed a stack cross-layer model for comprehensive
performance analysis of IEEE 802.15.4 network. This approach is published
in [107]. Adaptive physical channel propagation model is integrated into
Markov chain MAC layer model, which is evaluated with multivariate parameter
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inputs. Network performance are fully assessed under the dynamic interaction
from single sublayer models and multi-dimensional parameters environment,
respectively. The simulation results in different scenarios verify that multivariate
stack model achieves more comprehensive systemic analysis on QoS performance
and effective energy consumption, especially allow us to reproduce faithful
performance tracking under multi-dimensional parameters. On the one hand,
dynamically interactions in stack model boost the global performance variance
in the event of network deterioration. On the other hand, under the situation
of light application loads or network with high reliable hyperparameters, stack
model offers conservative prediction output that avoid overestimating the
degradation of network performance.
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Fuzzy-Based Dynamic
Bandwidth Multi-Channel
Assignment Mechanism for
Wireless Multimedia Sensor
Network
In previous chapter, we study the stack cross-layer analytical model based on
the comprehensive combination and interaction between PHY layer propagation
model and MAC layer Markov chain model. The essential research allow us to
analysis the relationship between system performance and changing network
environment with multivariate parameters. Especially in the application field of
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs), Saturated data flow increases
the probability of congestion and collision in transmission which dramatically
degrade the performance of Quality of Service (QoS). Multi-channels deploy-
ment technique is often applied to parallel transmission for QoS guarantee.
However, how to make trade-off between QoS requirement and energy effi-
ciency is challenge for energy-constrained WMSNs. Smart system decision
plays an important role in dynamic resource deployment of network. On the
basis of requisite study in previous chapter, we present a fuzzy-based dynamic
bandwidth multi-channel assignment mechanism (MCDB_FLS). Cross-layer
proactive available bandwidth is estimated as parameters for multi-channel
deployment admission control. non-overlapping channels is dynamically de-
ployed according to the channel allocated admission algorithm for the different
application load. Reinforcement learning-based approach is proposed for more
wisely decision-making in multi-channel allocation mission. Furthermore, fuzzy
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logic-based bandwidth threshold model provides dynamic optimization on sys-
tem admission control. The object of MCDB_FLS is try to make smart system
control on multi-channel allocation, which could achieves the trade-off between
energy efficiency and QoS improvement in multimedia application with saturate
information loads.
4.1 Introduction
In traditional wireless sensor network(WSN) applications, energy efficiency
may be considered to be the most important concern whereas bandwidth
utilization and throughput maximization are of secondary importance. In the
2.4 GHz band, the standard allows 16 non-overlapping channel of 5 MHz each,
in theory, each channel is capable of transmitting in 250 Kbps. However, with
the development of Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) which
is composed by embedded cameras and microphones besides scalar sensors,
real-time multimedia applications require high level Quality of Service(QoS)
guarantee in high data rate. Multimedia tasks usually experience high traffic
which give rise to interference and collisions in conventional WSNs with limited
single channel bit rates.
For the performance requirement of multimedia tasks, multiple channels
techniques [108, 15] are studied and deployed. WSNs perform parallel trans-
missions over multiple channels which could alleviate congestions and improve
network capacity. In the conventional multi-channel assignment approaches,
sensor mote with multiple channels radio module [109] can be programmed
to operate on different unlicensed channels. Multiple channels are assigned
based on different protocols which can be classified by fixed channel-based
assignment [18, 110, 111], dynamic channel-based assignment [112, 113], and
semi-dynamic channel-based assignment [17, 114, 115]. Additional, with the
capability of dynamic spectrum access in cognitive radio-based sensor networks
(CRSNs), channel bonding techniques [16] combine contiguous non-overlapping
channels to provide higher spectrum utilization. Experimental research [116, 27]
indicate that channel bonding techniques achieve larger channel capacity, which
effectively enhance overall throughput and alleviate congestion even within
the extra negotiation overheads of multi-hop sensor networks. However, due
to the features of sensor network applications, efficient multi-channel schemes
should provide intelligent approaches to allocate available resources based on
the requirement of applications. The parts of challenges are shown as follow:
• Find effective performance indicator and network performance estimation
approach, which could be used as the system control input of multi-
channel assignment mechanism.
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• Multi-channel approaches consume more energy than conventional WSNs
on energy constrained devices. It’s necessary to design comprehensive
control mechanism for the trade-offs between QoS guarantee and energy
efficiency.
• In multiple application schedules, sensor nodes may perform different
tasks simultaneously or make multi-channel controls without experience.
Static multi-channel approaches hardly guarantee good performance all
the time. Self-adaptive control system is required to learn appropriate
pattern from different environments, specifically for multi-task WMSNs.
In this chapter, we propose a fuzzy-based multi-channel assignment mech-
anism for WMSNs based on dynamic bandwidth control. Non-overlapping
channels are dynamically allocated according to the instantaneous performance
of QoS. Bandwidth is a crucial resource in WMSNs which has tight relevance
with performance of QoS and energy consumption in existing studies. Limited
throughput along with cross-layer overhead and interference give rise to con-
gestion and collision, which increase end-to-end latency and packet error rate
correspondingly. The degradation of performance accompanies Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol process further impact on the available bandwidth.
Thus, we estimate residual available bandwidth as the global performance indi-
cator and integrate it into the proposed multi-channel assignment algorithm.
For the purpose of adaptive decision-making, we propose reinforcement
learning-based approach for multiple application tasks. During the self-learning
iterations, sensor nodes collect system performance and learn to make best
channel assignment decision for adapting with the surrounding environment.
For the system admission control, light weight fuzzy logic system is integrated
into bandwidth threshold tuning model. Fuzzy logic-based algorithm build
mapping function from extracted performance metrics to suitable triggering
threshold for multi-channel assignment mechanism in an efficient way.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2,
dynamic bandwidth multi-channel assignment mechanism is proposed and
discussed in detail. Section 4.3 illustrates performace evaluation and analysis.
Finally this paper is concluded in Section 4.4.
4.2 Multi-Channel Dynamic Bandwidth Assign-
ment
In this section, we present a QoS aware and energy efficient cross-layer structure
based on multi-channel bandwidth adaptive control, as illustrated in Figure
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4.2. We assumes that a network is well-connected, and nodes within two hops
distance constitute the interference range of each node. Whenever a sensor
node received data flow, the residual bandwidth estimation module collects the
current t-th state information from MAC layer and physical layer. Cross-layer
data are gathered and preprocessed which can be exploited to estimate available
bandwidth for next period of communication task. Available bandwidth ratio
ω is considered as the metric for system control of multi-channel allocation
mechanism.
Simultaneously, application layer acquire the available bandwidth estimation
value and monitor the performance of MAC layer. Based on the variable QoS
requirement from application object, two tunable thresholds ωhigh and ωlow
are defined in order to trigger the function of multi channels allocation for
next period state. As shown in Figure 4.1, on the basis of estimated value
ω from residual bandwidth estimation module, the range between ωhigh and
ωlow indicates that sensor node currently stay in steady state. If ω exceed the
threshold values, Bandwidth control mechanism is triggered.
ω
high
ω
low
t
1
0
Available Bandwidth Ratio
Figure 4.1: Estimation-based adaption of available bandwidth ratio
In order to dynamically perform multi-channel admission control, Fuzzy
logic system is designed to tune bandwidth thresholds according to the changing
of network environment. Cross layer performance statistic is selected as input
space of fuzzy logic admission control module, generate crisp output values of
ωhigh and ωlow. Tabular-based reinforcement learning module try to make better
system decision of allocated channel numbers if it receive self-learning procedure
single from fuzzy logic admission control module. After each iteration that
reinforcement learning module is triggered to select action based on strategy
policy, updating Q-function values will boost self-learning procedure of RL
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Figure 4.2: Multi-channel Dynamic Bandwidth Assignment Structure
module. Orthogonal channels are allocated and channel numbers are optimized
for next t+ 1-th period state.
4.2.1 Residual Bandwidth Estimation Module
For controlling available bandwidth-based multi-channel deployment system,
high-precision residual bandwidth prediction is requisite foundation. The
state of the art in available bandwidth evaluation is divided into passive
estimation methods and active estimation methods. The passive estimation
approach is based on the local information retrieved from cross-layer of node and
exchanged with neighbour nodes, consequently evaluate the real-time available
bandwidth estimated information. In this article, bandwidth estimation module
rely on passive approach is proposed as the solution of available bandwidth
estimation for dynamic deployment system. Residual available bandwidth ratio
compared to current maximum channel rate is considered as the metric in
order to evaluate the global performance of node. Our bandwidth estimation
module get inspiration from preview passive estimation method Available
Bandwidth Estimation (ABE) [117] for IEEE 802.11 wireless network. This
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method considers the bandwidth consumption due to non-synchronization
between neighbour nodes, practical-based collision estimation and random
backoff mechanism. Equation 4.1 represent the available bandwidth calculated
by ABE module.
ωABE = (1−K)× (1− Pc)×
T eI
∆ ×
T rI
∆ × Cmax (4.1)
Where ∆ is united monitoring period of each node, T eI and T rI are the
idle time of wireless medium during united monitoring period ∆ at emitter
and receiver respectively. Pc is the evaluated collision probability depends
on different payload size which cause the degradation of available bandwidth,
collision probability of packet with given payload size is calculated through
the measured collision probability of periodically emitted hello packet with
Lagrange interpolating polynomial. K represents the ratio of time consumption
due to backoff mechanism in period interval ∆. The expectation value of backoff
time is calculated in equation 4.2, in the condition of maximum contention
windows size equals to C.
Tbackoff =
C∑
k=0
P (X = k) · min(CWmax; 2
k · CWmin)− 1
2 (4.2)
= 1− pc − 2
MpM+1c
2− 4pc
CWmin −
1
2
e.t. CWmax = 2M · CWmin M ≤ C
Packet Control Messages Overhead
The CSMA/CA mechanism of IEEE 802.15.4 standard can be divided into
reliable mode and unreliable mode specific on MAC layer protocol. In this
article, we consider reliable mode as the default MAC layer protocol mode
because of the high QoS requirements in real-time multimedia applications.
The IEEE 802.15.4 frame exchange sequence with reliable mode can be depicted
in Figure 4.3. After sending data frame each time, node will wait for a constant
time interval for the feedback ACK frame. if no ACK frame is detected, a new
backoff delay procedure will be triggered, then node executes the retransmission
attempts within the range of maximum retransmission limitation which is
predefined in CSMA/CA protocol. Thus, acknowledgement packet is a non-
ignorable overhead that impact to the available bandwidth.
For successfully transmitting a packet, n is assumed as the number of retrans-
mission attempts. In the n− 1 previous unsuccessful delivery intervals, node
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Figure 4.3: IEEE 802.15.4 frame exchange sequence
consumed constant time T timeoutACK in order to verify the acknowledgement packet
loss. In the last nth successful transmission period, as shown in Figure 4.3,
TACK is the time consumption that transmitter receives the acknowledgement
packet. The time period of TACK can be expressed as [118]
TACK =
LH
B ·Rc
+ Tp (4.3)
Where LH is the length of PHY and MAC layers header in bits, B is channel
rate, Rc represents channel code rate and Tp indicates the time duration
for transmitting preamble of each frame. Thus, for transmitting a packet
successfully, the time consumption τ̃ACK due to ACKs mechanism in CSMA/CA
protocol can be approximately calculated in equation 4.4. ñ denotes the
expectation number of retransmission attempts which will be defined in the
following subsection, TIPS represents the time interval of inter packet space.
τ̃ACK = TACK + ñT timeoutACK + 2(ñ+ 1)TIPS (4.4)
MAC Layer Overhead
In the previous subsection, we discussed the bandwidth overhead due to random
exponential backoff mechanism Tbackoff in the limited contention windows for
each transmission attempt and the expectation time consumption of acknowl-
edgement control messages TACK and T timeoutACK for every successful transmission.
Considering the retransmissions functionality of CSMA/CA specific to collision
and packet loss, the retransmissions of frame guarantee the reliability of packet
delivery at the expense of efficient channel rate. If every packet is transmitted
successfully for the first time, the predictable duration for active time interval
τ0 can be written as:
τ0 = Tbackoff + TDATA + TACK + 2TIPS (4.5)
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In order to predict the degradation of available bandwidth due to retrans-
missions mechanism, the expectation number of retransmissions attempts ñrt
can be derived by equation 4.6. n and N indicates the number of retransmission
attempts and the maximum retransmission limitation respectively. P (X = n)
represents the probability corresponding to each number of retransmission
attemps, collision probability pc can be derived from measure-based method
with hello packets [117] or unconditional estimation method by Poisson process
[119].
ñrt =
N−1∑
n=1
nP (X = n) +NpNc (4.6)
= pc(1− pc) + 2p2c(1− pc) + . . .+ (N − 1)pN−1c (1− pc) +NpNc
= pc(1− p
N
c )
1− pc
Therefore, actual predictable time overhead τ̃rt due to failed transmission
attemps can be divided into the summation of different expected time intervals
multiply by probability based on corresponding number of retransmission
attemps. Then, we integrate estimated time overhead Tbackoff from equation 4.2
and time consumption for transmitting control message from previous subsection
into retransmission mechanism. ñrt is substituted into expansion formula
that total expected time overhead of failed transmission can be expressed
as equation 4.7. Coefficient ñrt
N − 1 is used to calculate the expected time
consumption of backoff mechanism. The collisions of packet transmission
trigger retransmissions mechanism, increase extra time consumption for every
successful packet transmission, time expectation τ̃rt can be considered as
parameter to evaluate the degradation of available bandwidth.
τ̃rt =
N−1∑
n=1
τnP (X = n) (4.7)
= ñrt(TDATA + T timeoutACK + 2TIPS) +
ñrt
N − 1
N−1∑
n=1
Tbackoff (n)
Physical Channel Constraints
In the previous subsections, we quantified the impact of MAC layer overhead on
extra time consumption for each successfully packet transmission. Furthermore,
physical channel constraint between emitter and receiver is non-ignorable factor,
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we take physical channel theoretical model into consideration. Degradation of
available bandwidth due to the impact of physical channel error is estimated
and integrated into available bandwidth estimation model. We assume the
wireless network under one-hop signal propagation through AWGN channels,
the relational expression between transmitted energy εtx and received energy
εrx is from formula 4.8, 4.9. GT and GR denote antenna gain, Ls indicates the
free-space path loss factor that influence SNR in symbol.
εrx =
εtxGTGR
Ls
(4.8)
Ls = (
4πd
λ
)2 (4.9)
Based on the error formulas table in [105], we can estimate the approximate
error probability per symbol. Considering BPSK modulation, error probability
per symbol is expressed by equation 4.10, we can build the relationship between
error probability and physical channel characteristics.
ps,BPSK = Q
√
εrx
BN0
= Q
√√√√ εtxGTGRλ2
(4π)2d2BN0
(4.10)
Then, physical channel constraints can be converted into the impact on
available bandwidth. We integrate ps,BPSK into equation 4.6 to update the
expectation number for retransmissions attemps ñrt,BPSK as shown in follows:
ñrt,BPSK =
(1− (1− pc)(1− (1− ps,BPSK)ns))(1− (1− (1− pc)(1− (1− ps,BPSK)ns))N)
(1− pc)(1− (1− ps,BPSK)ns)
(4.11)
where pc and ps,BPSK are assumed as the probabilities of two independent
events, ns is the number of symbols in a packet with certain payload information.
Subsequently, ñrt,BPSK is substituted into equation 4.7, τ̃rt,BPSK is obtained as
the overall wasting time consumption for every successful packet transmission
based on joint layers model. In order to build the relationship between failed
transmission time consumption and bandwidth wastage, we propose bandwidth
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degradation coefficient θrt,BPSK which is defined as the ideal active time interval
τ0 divided by the actual predictable time consumption τ̃rt,BPSK +τ0 as shown in
equation 4.12. Consequently, we reconsider the available bandwidth estimation
value ωABE that can be expressed with equation 4.13.
θrt,BPSK =
τ0
τ̃rt,BPSK + τ0
(4.12)
ωABE = θrt,BPSK ×
T eI
∆ ×
T rI
∆ × Cmax (4.13)
4.2.2 Reinforcement Learning Module for Multi-Channel
Allocation
The trade off between energy efficiency and QoS is an important issue in
WMSNs, however, single system decision-making is difficult to guarantee the
overall performance based on QoS and energy management of WMSNs. In order
to perform channels deployment properly, sensor nodes make systemic decision
for optimized action by using reinforcement learning approach. In reinforcement
learning, sensor nodes separate perceived environment and possible action into
tuple type that is represented as state-action pairs (st, at). In the interaction,
agents select actions then environment generate feedback to update state and
give rise to rewards which is agent’s objective to maximize the expected sum.
st denotes the state of t-1th iteration in the set of possible states S. at ∈ A(st)
represents the actions in the available action set of state st. Reinforcement
learning specifies the Q-function value, Qk(st, at), which accepts states and
actions then update the value of state-action pair for next iteration. The
tabular Q-function transition rule can be expressed as
Qk+1(st, at) = Qk(st, at) +
1
visitk(st, at)
[r(at | st)−Qk(st, at)] (4.14)
where Qk(st, at) is the Q-function value of state-action pair (st, at) for k-th
transitions. visitk(st, at) indicates the number of times that (st, at) pair has
been visited and performed in the past k-th transitions. r(at | st) denotes
the immediate reward for performing particular action at which is selected by
optimal policy. The policy build a mapping function from states to actions,
π : S → A, aimes to maximise long timespan rewards. Considering the energy
constraintion of WSN, we use more computationally efficient, tabular-based
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softmax action selection policy. The policy that softmax method chooses action
at from the available action set A(st) can be expressed as
π?(at | st)←

e
Qk(st,a)
/
τ
∑
i∈A(st)
e
Qk(st,i)
/
τ
, a ∈ A(st)

(4.15)
where softmax function calculates probability distribution of each action,
parameter τ scales the probability distribution which control the trade-off
between exploration and exploitation of action selection policy.
In t-th iteration active state, if estimated available bandwidth value in
previous state, ω̂t, is in the steady range of preset threshold ratio value, node
will skip the action selection step in current iteration. On the contrary, decision-
making based on action selection of channel deployment will be triggered
before communication event. The state for current iteration st is determined
by number of active physical channels nc and extracted information set from
cross layer which was used for available bandwidth estimation in previous
state st−1. From the extracted information set, mapping functions transform
continuous features to discrete category dataset, only corresponding state-action
pairs in lookup table are considered. The size of each available actions set
A(st) is ncmax − 1, which ncmax indicates the maximum number of deployable
orthogonal channels. Based on the Q-function values Qk(st, a) in available
action set, Sensor node use π?(at) to determine the best action at for channels
deployment of current active state.
The immediate reward r(at | st), as the main indication on Q-function
transition, is defined as the gain of data throughput efficiency. During each
available bandwidth estimation stage, reinforcement learning model reuse the
extracted information from current observation internal and calculate immediate
reward which can be expressed as
r(at | st) =
G′RT (at | ∆t)
G′E(at | ∆t)
(4.16)
where G′RT and G′E represent gain of action at in reliable throughput and
overall energy consumption respectively, compared to the average performance
in the last ∆t observation interval. In consequence, improvement of data
transmission efficiency increase the total reward, Q-function will update through
this feedback mechanism. The details of multi-channel allocation algorithm is
illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Channel Allocation Algorithm
Input: nc,t−1: Active channel numbers of t-1 th state; ω̂t: Available
bandwidth estimation of t th state; (st−1, at−1): state-action pairs
in previous state;
Output: nc,t: Active channel numbers of t th state.
1 Init ωlow, ωhigh
2 if at−1 6= Nan then
3 update Qk(st−1, at−1)
4 end
5 if ω̂t < ωlowCmax or ω̂t > ωhighCmax then // Saturated State
6 if ω̂t < ωlowCmax and nc,t−1 = ncmax then // Boundary State
7 at ← Nan
8 nc,t ← ncmax
9 else if ω̂t > ωhighCmax and nc,t−1 = ncmin then
10 at ← Nan
11 nc,t ← ncmin
12 else // Transition state
13 (st, at) ← π?(at | st), a ∈ A(st)
14 nc,t ← (st, at)
15 end
16 else // Steady State
17 at ← Nan
18 nc,t ← nc,t−1
19 end
20 (st−1, at−1) ← (st, at)
21 return nc,t
22 update Cmax, nc,t−1
4.2.3 Fuzzy Logic Admission Control Module
From algorithm 1, ωlow and ωhigh are two trigger thresholds which is presetted
with numeric metrics in order to be compared with residual available bandwidth
ω̂t. Whereas, trigger threshold value with static value is inadequate for the
bandwidth dynamic control mechanism because of the variability in WSNs.
For the integrity of dynamic control system and the improvement of precise
decision-making based on vague information, we use fuzzy logic system (FLS)
to fully exploit dynamic threshold metrics for the admission control of channel
assignment mechanism introduced in previous section. In fuzzy logic system,
crisp numeral value is expressed into linguistic variable, several numeric data
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limited to input variable range is mapped into another output value of single
variable. Fuzzy logic has some advantages which make it suitable to be applied
in WSNs:
• Linguistic variable is expressed with natural language which is based on
ordinary human communication, appropriate to describe WSNs events in
more intelligent and significant way than conventional crisp logic.
• Fuzzy logic could tolerate imprecise data and uncertainty in WSNs. In
conventional control techniques of WSNs, the relationship between control
input space and system output space is difficult to be formulated explicitly
and precisely with mathematical equations.[120]
• Fuzzy logic is intuitive approach without complex numeric model. Com-
paring with other artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques,
fuzzy logic system is a light-weight and feasible solution which matching
the intention of energy-aware WSNs.
Fuzzy inference scheme
(Mamdani)
Rule base
Fuzzifier
Defuzzifier
Crisp output
Crisp input
PER
Delay
Energy 
consume
Channel
number
ωhigh/ωlow
Figure 4.4: Structure of fuzzy logic system
Fuzzy logic system consists of four components: Fuzzifier, Fuzzy inference
scheme, Rule base, Defuzzifier. A typical fuzzy logic system is deployed in
our cross-layer architecture, as shown in figure 4.4. In the first place, several
metrics of WSNs are set as the crisp input variables of fuzzy logic system,
denoted by equation 4.17.
N = (χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4) (4.17)
In crisp input set N , four numeric metrics are considered for fuzzy logic
system: packet error rate (PER), latency, energy consumption and numbers of
active channels. For the fuzzification step, every crisp input value is converted
into multi degrees of membership functions. All the input value limit to the
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input vatiable range that apply to the corresponding membership functions in
fuzzy set L, as shown in follow:
L : N → (χ′1, χ
′
2, χ
′
3, χ
′
4) (4.18)
χ
′
i =
[
µMF1χi (χi), µ
MF2
χi
(χi), µMF3χi (χi), · · · , µ
MFj
χi
(χi)
]
(4.19)
where, each crisp variable in N is converted into vague concept with different
fuzzy sets, χ′i represents calculated fuzzy value for each input variable respec-
tively, µMFjχi denotes each degree of membership functions that describes vague
value of χi with appropriate linguistic value in specific subinterval. Common
curves of membership function include triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian
curve. In our system, Gaussian curve is selected for the membership functions
of PER, delay and energy consumption because of its smooth distribution. On
the contrary, rectangular waves curve with flat top and unsmooth feature, is
selected as specifying membership function with non-fuzzy set which is suitable
for the crisp integer of active channel numbers.
After fuzzification step, fuzzy inference scheme plays the rule of system
decision making. Combine with the IF-THEN rule base, fuzzy inference process
formulates logical operation and constitutes the mapping from fuzzy sets to fuzzy
output variable. A typical IF-THEN fuzzy rule consists of several antecedent
statements with Boolean logic relationship and consequence statement, can be
express as
R(l) : IF χ1 is f lχ1 and(or) χ2 is f
l
χ2 and(or) · · · and(or) χ4 is f
l
χ4 ,
THEN output is f lω. (4.20)
Here R(l) denotes one of the fuzzy rules which is contained in fuzzy rule
base. f lχi represents different fuzzy linguistic characteristics (ex. low, middle,
high) that correspond to membership function in specific range of crisp input
variable, respectively. As the output of each rule, consequence value f lω is
linguistic fuzzy set represented by membership function for implication process.
µl = µf lχ1 (χ1) ∗ µf lχ2 (χ2) ∗ µf lχ3 (χ3) ∗ µf lχ4 (χ4) ∗ µf lω(ωl) (4.21)
According to the membership function of fuzzy linguistic characteristics
which is defined in the rule R(l), corresponding antecedent and consequent
numeric value are applied for implication process, as shown in equation 4.21.
µf lω(ωl) is the membership function of consequence, µf lχi (χi) denotes the singlemembership function value corresponding to the fuzzy linguistic characteristic
f lχi in rule R
(l), on the basis of crisp input value PER, delay, energy consume
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and active channel numbers respectively. Considering the operation overhead
on the sensor node, a simplify minimum function is accepted for implication
process in our system. The membership function of output fuzzy set is reshaped
via minimum function. Figure 4.5 represents the typical procedure of rule in
fuzzy logic system.
Figure 4.5: Typical procedure of rule in fuzzy logic system
All fuzzy rules and implication processes are executed in parallel. For the
defuzzification step, all outputs of fuzzy rule base are aggregated into one crisp
output variable ω̂, that can be approximated by equation 4.22:
ω̂ =
[
K∑
l=1
ωlµl
] / [
K∑
l=1
µl
]
(4.22)
where, K represents dimension of fuzzy rule base, µl is the output value of
fuzzy inference scheme in each rule. As a popular defuzzy method, centroid
defuzzifier is applied in here that centre point of aggregated membership
function is calculated as the final result of crisp output variable. Figure 4.6
illustrates a discrete gradient example of output values ωlow, under the impact
of rule set R(l), high reliability and low latency results decreasing trend on low
trigger value ωlow.
As a consequence, two independent fuzzy logic systems schedule the map-
ping from input information to output threshold variables for ωlow and ωhigh
separately. In the t-th active state st, before the action of multi channel allo-
cation process, relevant information is extracted from the physical layer and
MAC layer for FLS. Taking uncertainty feature of WSNs into consideration,
the moving average observation of last τ = 5 state periods is calculated for
the estimation of tendency in reliability, latency and energy overhead. If the
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Figure 4.6: Discrete gradient of fuzzy logic output ωlow
crisp value is within the range of input space interval N for FLS(ωlow) or
FLS(ωhigh), FLS action is executed for the evaluation of ω̂lowt+1 or ω̂
high
t+1 in next
state st+1. On the other hand, if input value is out of scope, ω̂lowt and ω̂
high
t
remain unchanged. On condition that only single channel is active currently,
there is no need to update ω̂lowt , only FLS(ωlow) will be executed. If fully avail-
able channels are activated, only FLS(ωhigh) will be executed. The regulation
of fuzzy logic system control is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
4.3 Performance Simulation
The WSN is considered 5 to 20 sensor nodes in different simulation scheme,
every node is defined as variable channels from default single channel to multi
channels which is up to maximum 4 orthogonal channels. The size of application
frame payload is 121 bytes, the size of overhead frame is set in 6 bytes. For
energy consumption based on default single channel in WSN, measurement
value [121] is used for estimating the power consumption in each state of
simulation, as shown in table 4.1.
4.3.1 Simulation schemes
Single channel with default parameter SC_DP is evaluated as benchmark
scheme performance. For MCDB algorithm test, multi-channel dynamic band-
width with constant threshold MCDB_CP evaluate performance of channel
assignment algorithm with the tunable threshold parameter ωlow and ωhigh.
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Algorithm 2: Fuzzy Logic Control
Input: PERt: Average packet error rate in last τ observations; Dt:
Average time delay in last τ observations; Et: Average energy
consumption in last τ observations. nc,t: Current active channel
numbers; ω̂lowt : Current low threshold of available bandwidth
ratio; ω̂hight : Current high threshold of available bandwidth ratio.
Output: ω̂lowt+1: Low threshold of available bandwidth ratio for st+1;
ω̂hight+1 : High threshold of available bandwidth ratio for st+1.
1 N ← (PERt, Dt, Et, nc,t)
2 if Input values are in the range of N then
3 if nc,t > ncmin and nc,t < ncmax then
4
{
FLS(ωlow), FLS(ωhigh)
}
← N
5 ω̂lowt+1 = FLS(ωlow)
6 ω̂hight+1 = FLS(ωhigh)
7 else if nc,t = ncmax then
8 FLS(ωhigh)← N
9 ω̂hight+1 = FLS(ωhigh)
10 ω̂lowt+1 = ω̂lowt
11 else if nc,t = ncmin then
12 FLS(ωlow)← N
13 ω̂lowt+1 = FLS(ωlow)
14 ω̂hight+1 = ω̂hight
15 end
16 else
17 ω̂lowt+1 = ω̂lowt ; ω̂
high
t+1 = ω̂hight
18 end
19 return ω̂lowt+1, ω̂
high
t+1
20 st ← st+1
Three pairs of trigger threshold are evaluated in MCDB_CP for the analysis of
performance dissimilarity: MCDB_CP1 with parameter ωlow=0.1, ωhigh=0.7;
MCDB_CP2 with parameter ωlow=0.2, ωhigh=0.7; MCDB_CP3 with param-
eter ωlow=0.3, ωhigh=0.8. Furthermore, MCDB_FLS presents the proposed
model with reinforcement learning module and fuzzy logic system, which is com-
pared with other benchmark solution on the performance of energy efficiency.
For the fundamental simulation scenario in performance analysis, application
load for each node evolves in 80 simulation state periods. The basic test scenario
can be divided into two segments. Application load increases and reaches the
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Node numbers 5-20 Loverhead 6 bytes
macMinBE 3 Lapplication 121 bytes
macMaxBE 5 Etx 30 mW
macMaxCSMABackoffs 4 Erx 40 mW
macMaxFrameRetries 3 ECCA 40 mW
MinChannelNumbers 1 Eidle 0.8 mW
MaxChannelNumbers 4 ncmax 4
peak at 8kbps each node, which allows us to mimic the saturated application
load in terms of stress test of actual networks, then application load decreases
with Symmetrical trend until idle network condition. Instant performance of
MCDB on QoS and energy efficiency are evaluated based on test sequence.
Additionally, average performance metrics based on test sequence are calculated
to investigate the impact of different sensor nodes on QoS degradation and
energy expenditure.
4.3.2 Performance metrics
For the performance evaluation of MCDB mechanism, four performance metrics
are simulated:
• Ptf The probability of transmission attempt failure due to congestion and
channel error which indicates the accuracy of sensed data transmission.
• Pbf The probability of CSMA/CA backoff process failure due to CCA
procedure or retransmission attempt limitation which indicates the overall
degradation of performance on MAC layer.
• Reliability The probability of successfully messages transmission that
indicates the data accuracy.
• End-to-end delay This metric indicates the average elapsed queuing
time to receive a frame which is an important metric in respect of quality
of service.
• Energy consumption E∗ energy model in previous subsection is used
to indicate the performance of efficiency in energy usage. Instant energy
consumption in simulation sequence and average energy consumption in
terms of different number of sensor nodes are evaluated separately.
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Figure 4.7: Instant network reliability in sequence
4.3.3 Simulation result
Analysis of QoS
In the first part, two performance metrics Reliability and Latency is considered
in order to indicate the instant data accuracy and average elapsed time in
network. 10 sensor nodes was considered in single-hop star network.
The performance as a function of reliability is shown in Figure 4.7, the results
confirm the previous presumption. Along with the increase of application load,
the system global reliability of SC_DP has a conspicuous degradation due to the
increasing possibility of retransmissions, back-off mechanism failure, collision
and channel error. Increasing flow accompanied the additional bandwidth
overhead due to MAY layer procedure cause the result of limited available
bandwidth.
Depicted from Figure 4.7, the performance of MCDB_CP indicate a im-
provement in the range of saturate application flow condition. If the estimation
ratio between proactive available bandwidth and current maximum bandwidth
is in excess of the threshold value ωlow or ωhigh, the channel allocated algorithm
will be triggered and executed. Different threshold parameters has different
susceptibility of trigger, MCDB_CP3 performs the best in reliability compared
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Figure 4.8: Instant network delay in sequence
to MCDB_CP1 and MCDB_CP2.
Figure 4.8 indicates the performance of average latency in different schemes.
Without the consideration of transport delay on PHY layer, only elapsed delay
due to CSMA-CA procedure is calculated in this figure. Saturate application
flow causes congestion on MAC layer processing, the retransmissions will trouble
the delay time, higher possibility of CCA failure also increase the additional
elapsed time overhead on clear channel assessment. Obviously, MCDB_CP3
achieves the lowest latency value irrespective of the fluctuating application
load.
In terms of data accuracy with different network size, Figure 4.9 shows the
error probability pbf and ptf of MCDB respectively. In each baseline stress
test scenario, saturate application load increased the probability of backoff
process attempt failure and channel interference. Additionally, Pbf and Ptf
caused extra bandwidth overhead due to MAY layer procedure. It also should
be indicated that high density sensor nodes signifies less data accuracy and
more congestion under the baseline stress test scenario. With the MCDB
approach, multi-channel allocated algorithm was triggered in the range of
saturate packet rate segment which estimated ratio of available bandwidth
exceed the range of ωlow and ωhigh. Different pairs of threshold parameters
result different susceptibility of trigger. Obviously, MCDB_CP2 overperforms
other schemes because of the better threshold parameters.
Figure 4.10 shows the end-to-end delay of MCDB and benchmark schemes.
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Figure 4.9: Ptf and Pbf of different sensor nodes
Saturated packet rate causes congestion on MAC layer processing, the retrans-
missions will trouble the delay time, higher possibility of CCA failure also
increase the additional elapsed time overhead on clear channel assessment. It
can be observed that the average end-to-end delay of MCDB_CP3 is 36.9%,
and 59% less than MCDB_CP1 and SC_DP respectively. The results obviously
indicates that multi-channel transmission technique achieve better spectrum
utilization and channel capacity. MCDB could get benefit from Quality of
Service performance in high data flow applications, which effectively improve
overall throughput and alleviate congestion. Next, based on the enhancement
of Quality of Service, we analysis the performance of energy consumption in
MCDB_FLS.
Energy Consumption
For the performance evaluation of energy consumption, we test MCDB_FLS
which is fully train through self-learning iterations and integrated with fuzzy
logic system. Performance results are compared with MCDB_CP1 and MCDB_CP3
in different parameter sets, respectively. It can be observed from Figure 4.11,
4.12 that the degradative performance of system reliability causes additional
energy expenditure and low conversion efficiency from total energy consumption
to actual network throughput. In MCDB_CP, nodes try to minimize the power
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Figure 4.10: End-to-end delay of different sensor nodes
consumption in saturated throughput segments. However, MCDB_CP does
not converge to benchmark scheme in several segments of sequences no matter
what bandwidth threshold parameter sets MCDB_CP predefined. Stationary
scheme for channel assignment admission control hardly make a trade-off be-
tween QoS and energy convergence. It can be noted that MCDB_FLS provides
better results in instant E∗ compared with benchmark results. The bandwidth
threshold values for multi-channel allocation admission control are assigned
dynamically with fuzzy logic-based estimation approach. Energy expenditure
of MCDB_FLS successfully converges to default performance of benchmark
scheme for all segments of test sequences.
Figure 4.13 depicts the impact of the size of network on the performance
of energy consumption for each node. MCDB_CP2 consumes more energy
compared with benchmark result when there are less than 10 nodes. Because
of the small size of network, collision between sensor nodes is limited in highly
loaded case, performance improvement is inconspicuous compare to the excess
energy consumption due to multi-channel parallel transmission. On the other
hand, when the network is getting congested, MCDB_CP1 has performance
degradation on average E∗ due to the conservative parameter setting. As we
can see from result, static multi-channel algorithm could not guarantee good
performance both on QoS and Energy consumption for different environments.
After sufficient iterations of self-learning, nodes learn appropriate pattern from
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Figure 4.11: Instant effective energy consumption of different schemes
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Figure 4.13: Average effective energy consumption of different sensor nodes
environment and allow us to select best action which could acquire best rewards
r(at | st) we predifined initially. Furthermore, MCDB_FLS benefit from the
dynamically bandwidth threshold control ω̂low, ω̂high in combined fuzzy logic
system. MCDB_FLS with fully optimization provides the best E∗ performance
results under different network size and successfully make a trade-off between
the QoS improvement and energy efficiency. Self-adaptive system decision allow
sensor node to learn appropriate pattern from varying network environment,
deploy multi-channel resource in a smart way .
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a dynamic multi-channel assignment mechanism
MCDB based on the requirement of efficient transmission over WMSNs. Parts
of this work has published in [122]. Passive available bandwidth estimation
model is used in MCDB as the global performace indication of sensor nodes.
The impact of control message, back-off and channel constraint on additional
bandwidth overhead is estimated. Reinforcement learning-based method allow
us to deploy multi-channel resource in a smart way. Furthermore, fuzzy logic-
based bandwidth trigger threshold control module is proposed in order to find
the optimal values for channel allocation function. Simulation result verifies
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that MCDB_FLS successfully improve the performance to make trade-off
between energy efficiency and dynamic QoS requirement.
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Chapter 5
Incremental Learning with Deep
Q-Network for Enhanced
Multi-Channel Allocation
Strategy
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we proposed a reinforcement learning method on
the basis of look-up table for dynamical multi-channel assignment mechanism.
The iterative update of Q function Q(st, at) follows the rule called Bellman
equation, as expressed in Equation 5.1. The states and actions set performs
transition procedure from one state to another by observation sequence, make
up a Markov decision process. The Markov decision process only perform based
on Markov assumption, which the probability of next state st+1 relies only on
current state action pair (st, at) instead of preceding state action memory.
In practice environment, the basic reinforcement learning has a certain
disadvantage along with the increasing complexity of wireless sensor network
environment. This is caused by separate estimated action-value function for
each sequence [123]. Application-based wireless network may generate high
correlated environment observations in time sequence, which has inherently
risky to generate bias or diverge of learning strategy.
Q(st, at)←− Q(st, at)+α·
r(at+1 | st+1)+γ·max
a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)
 (5.1)
In real network environment, large number of features increases the dimen-
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sions of hyperparameter set. For tabular-based reinforcement learning, the
combination of large actionable states, terminal states and possible actions will
generate higher number of possible Q-values. In this case, state-action space is
much too large to store in a table. It cause the problem to store and deal with
large scale dataset from table structure, specially for wireless embedded device
with limited computational resources.
Besides, if the observations of wireless network and proposed possible
actions are continuous values in terms of elaborate control tasks, it’s difficult
for tabular-based reinforcement learning to handle continuous features with
computational efficiency. In order to perform behavior and system control
directly from the raw environment observation and predifined target value, we
propose a multi-channel deployment control mechanism by deep Q-network
reinforcement learning approach (DQMC). Through the effective design of
DQMC, the deep-RL model evaluated appropriate action and motivated system
to output multi-channel allocation commands based on the instant observation
and performance of network environments. The target of DQMC is try to learn
pattern from wireless network environment, which allow nodes to make smart
actions on channel allocation control and achieve multi-channel communication
with energy efficiency.
5.2 Multi-channel Allocation Approach based
on Deep Q-Network (DQMC)
In the multi-channel environment of wireless network, several research has
proved that network performance has tight relationship with the influence
of changing external environment. In terms of multi-channel deployment
tasks in wireless multimedia applications, the complicated environments make
the anonymous relationship between observations and control targets. Thus,
we introduce the deep Q-network reinforcement learning method, training
neural network-based structure to learn appropriate pattern and mapping
from continuous raw network features to discrete output actions which is
defined as number of deployed channel. The main structure of deep Q-network
multi-channel allocation (DQMC) is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
For the wireless multimedia network environment, we consider four raw
observations as the features for the development of deep Q-network reinforce-
ment learning: instant information flow Φ, propagation distance d, number of
nodes in contention window Nn and approximate average white noise N0 from
measured signal noise ratio. Raw observations are retrieved and collected by
OpenAI Gym [124] after feature extraction and data clearing process. OpenAI
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Figure 5.1: Reinforcement learning of multi-channel allocation with deep Q-
network (DQMC)
Gym is a toolkit which include basic framework of reinforcement learning envi-
ronment, is compatible with neural network library, suach as TensorFlow [125]
or Theano [126]. The gym environment contains a basic agent-environment
loop, which is formalized as a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) [127]. We extend function of gym to build a bridge between wireless
network observations and reinforcement learning algorithm. In each iteration,
gym performs step function which should returns several values: observations
of environment, amount of reward achieved by previous action, boolean flag
to indicate the reset trigger of environment because of completed episode and
additional informations for special learning algorithms.
In order to appropriately train learning model by collected features in
iteration t, the raw data are preprocessed by feature engineering procedure,
such as normalization, discretization and one-hot-encoding. Processed features
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are formalized as current state st which could be trained by the deep Q-network.
Policy control offer different reinforcement learning policies to adjust strategy
for action selection. Deep Q-network output available discrete actions space
which formed as Q-value tuple with each possible action. In this chapter, we
consider actions as the number of deployed multi-channel for next iteration
of data transmission. The node acts with maximum 4 channels bonding
configuration in each iteration. DQMC choose an action at from Q-value tuple
with initial weight, then send at back to gym which configure node to deploy
multi-channels with action at. Consequently, we can acquire posterior results
from environment including consequent reward rt+1 and consequent state st+1,
which is combined with prior action-state pair into a transition memory tuple.
The collected transition memories will be trained by neural network of deep
Q-network trainer within the procedure called experience replay. DQMC could
acquire knowledge and learn from the memories by itself, get benefit from both
explored and exploited experiences, then update the neural network parameters
by every n action steps to achieve better action strategy.
Deep Q-Learning
For the deep reinforcement learning algorithm in DQMC, we accept deep
Q-network (DQN) [123], [128] and double deep Q-network (DDQN) [129].
Deep neural networks is trained to represent the components in traditional
reinforcement learning problems, which could deal with continuous state-action
space with deep Q-function. The optimal Q-values Q∗(s, a) follow the Bellman
equation as defined in Equation 5.2:
Q∗(s, a) = Es′
r + γmax
a′
Q∗(s′ , a′)|s, a
 (5.2)
The object in DQN is to learn the parameter vector w which contains all
the weights of Q-Network that could update current Q-value towards to the
target optimal value function Q∗(s, a), as shown in Equation 5.3.
Q(s, a, w) ≈ Q∗(s, a) (5.3)
Thus, with the structure of Q(s, a, w) in DQN, which can generate all the
discrete action Q-values Q(s, a1, w), ..., Q(s, an, w) for a specific state at once
with optimal computational efficiency.
Using the same Q-values for both train and evaluated action, which has
the risk of overestimation on action selection, resulting overfitting learning
model. Based on the original DQN, two action-value functions are trained
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separately. Each experience will pick one of the two Q-value functions randomly
for updating. The target optimal Q-value can be written as:
Q∗(s, a, w, w′) = Es′
r + γmax
a′
Q(s′ , argmax
a′
Q(s′ , a′ , w), w′)|s, a
 (5.4)
For each iteration of Q-value updating, one set of Q-network weight w is
used to determine the policy and select actions. Another set of Q-network
weight w′ is used to fairly evaluate and determine its Q-value with the action
which is made by first set of Q-network weight w. The weight set for Q-value
evaluation could be updating symmetrically by switching the two weight sets
under a fixed probability, which allow learning model has ability to substantially
reduce the overestimation, perform faster and reliably training.
The neural network of DQMC is designed by the sequential model of Keras
library [130], workflow is defined as shown in Figure 5.2. For the initial input
state of st, we put a flatten input layer to spread the stacked frame into a
flat frame with shape (None,40), which could be connected with hidden layer.
The first hidden layer connects input layer with 164 units and applies ReLU
activation function. The initial weights of hidden layer is assigned by LeCun
uniform initializer [131], which draws samples from a uniform distribution
within [−
√
3/nin,
√
3/nin], where nin is the number of input units in the weight
tensor. The second hidden layer contains 150 units and applies ReLU activation
function. The final output layer is fully-connected linear activation layer with
a single real-valued output for each valid action.
Explore Policy
In reinforcement learning, the long term object of an agent is to deal with
optimized action from all possible states of environment. Unlike those collected
training dataset with labels in supervised learning field, agent must acquire
experience from environment through each action. A good policy is necessary
that agent could obtain experiences for self-learning procedure efficiently and
make the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. Ideally, exploration
procedure is an indispensable part of learning procedure to explore environment
until the convergence state, which agent acquire enough information to make
optimized action. So policy π is designed as mapping sequences to actions or
distributions over actions. It’s important to adjust the amount of an agent’s
time should be spent exploiting its existing known-good policy and the time
should be spent to encourage agent to explore possible better actions.
The simple and effective solution for the above problem is ε−greedy explore
policy. An agent has probability ε to choose a random action as the procedure
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Figure 5.2: Structure of neural network layers
of exploration. Additionally, linear ε − greedy exploration deploy changing
values of ε. In the beginning of learning, agent makes almost random actions
with the ε close to 1 in order to explore the state space widely, then linearly
decrease ε to a fixed exploration rate.
Besides, Boltzmann policy is also considered as a different strategy with
random action-based policy. Boltzmann policy retrieves and exploits all the
information from estimated Q-values in neural network, which select action
based on weighted probabilities instead of probability take random actions.
The probability output of Boltzmann policy is computed as follow:
Pt(a) =
exp(qt(a)/τ)∑n
i=1 exp(qt(i)/τ)
(5.5)
Where action probability Pt(a) is calculated with softmax equation, τ is
anneal parameter which controls the spread of softmax distribution. In stead of
equally assigning probability for non-optimal actions in ε-based policy, Boltz-
mann policy compute the weight of each action by relative value. Boltzmann
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policy allows agent to explore potential action from sub-optimal actions which
decrease the probability of wasting actions from random explorations.
Experience replay
Reinforcement learning has potential risk to be unstable when using neural
network to approximately represent Q function value. The environment ob-
servations in time sequence may cause high correlations, small updates of Q
function by correlated data generate the bias of policy and data distribution and
correlation between Q function value and target values r + γmaxa′ Q∗(s
′
, a
′).
In order to solve the problem which is special obvious in wireless network
tasks, experience replay train neural network from randomized sampling-based
experience records. As shown in Figure 5.1, in each iteration of learning
process, discrete action of multi-channel deployment is selected by neural
network. OpenAI Gym accept action at and give order to the multi-channel
evaluation environment, then give back the posterior result which include
consequent state and reward based on selected state-action pair 〈st〉. New
experience is acquired as a state-action pair and transitional reward and state
in tuple, which is appended into memory sequence D:
Dt+1 ←− Dt ∪ {〈st, at, rt+1, st+1〉} (5.6)
For the memory sequence D of experience replay, past state-action tuples are
stored with limited length. In each learning episode, a set of transition samples
called mini-batch U(D) are randomly chosen from memory sequence to train
the Q-Network. This method solves the problem of high correlations in time
sequence observations because it is randomly choosing different state-action
records from experience memory, rather than choosing them in order. So high
correlation is removed because the observation order of the state-action pairs
is shuffled in training process of random mini-batch. Beside, batched replay
memories also increase computation efficiency of neural network training.
In the sample random minibatch of transitions 〈st, at, rt+1, st+1〉, if the pos-
terior state st+1 is terminal state of episode, target is equal to rt+1. Otherwise,
target Q-value is calculated as rt+1 + γmaxa′ Q(st+1, a
′
, w−) from Deep Q-
etwork for action. Another neural network trains for the approximate Q-value
function Q(st, at, w). The optimal object is to minimize mean square error
between the true action Q function and approximate Q function by stochastic
gradient descent. Loss function L is expressed by Equation 5.7.
L(w) = EU(D)
(rt+1 + γmax
a′
Q(st+1, a
′
, w−)−Q(st, at, w)
)2 (5.7)
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Where w− represents the weight vector of network that is used to compute
target action-value function in iteration t. Updating w− by each iteration will
cause non-stationary target in gradient descent optimization. Consequently,
w− is only assigned with w for every certain episodes, w− keeps fixed value
during n steps in order to train Q-network efficiently.
Gradient Descent Optimization
In a typical linear neural network, error surface appears a quadratic bowl with
a squared error. However multi-layer non-linear nets brings more complicated
error surface. Learning algorithm aims to achieve quickly travel in the directions
with small and consistent gradients, but small distance in the case of large
gradients direction. In real optimization problems, the composition of different
subfunctions based on different subsample of dataset cause complex objective
functions. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is often selected as effective opti-
mization method to process gradient steps on stochastic individual subfunction.
Learning process with mini-batches usually performs better because of the
computationally efficient in weights updating. In the begin of basic algorithm in
mini-batch gradient descent algorithm, initial learning rate is selected properly
according to the changing of error. If error reduce consistently and slowly,
learning rate should increase; If error get worse or fluctuate, small learning rate
should be selected. Turn down the learning rate in the end of each mini-batch
in order to eliminate unstable of final weights caused by the variations between
different mini-batches. Stop learning rate in the case of error stops decreasing.
Optimization methods RMSprop [132] and Adam [133] are considered in this
chapter:
RMSprop In RMSProp optimization method, the gradient is divided by a
running average of its recent magnitude. As shown in Equation 5.8, RMSprop
keep a moving average of the squared gradient for each weight based on the
previous value of meansquare vt−1. Exponential decay rate β2 is assigned close
to 1. From Equation 5.9, the weight change stepsize ∆θt can be expressed with
the current gradient value divided by √vt, which decay with stepsize α less
than 1. With a larger value of vt−1, the learning stepsize ∆θt will be closer
to zero, weight change is adjusted in terms of the moving average of previous
weight change and current gradient.
vt = β2vt−1 + (1− β2)g2t (5.8)
∆θt = −αgtv
− 1/2
t (5.9)
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Adam In the algorithm Adam, the stochastic optimization only rely on first-
order gradients with little memory requirement. Gradient gt is estimated from
stochastic objective function at t from subsequent timesteps 1, ..., T . Equation
5.10, 5.11 estimate biased first moment and biased second raw moment of the
gradient under the control of exponential decay rate β1 and β2, respectively.
Thus, the moving averages of mean and uncentered variance of gradient is
computed. Then, initialization bias correction is performed, result in the bias-
corrected estimates m̂t and v̂t. The initial bias (1 − βt2) is removed, which
is derived from initializing exponential moving average with vector of zeros.
Finally, the adaptive learning rates is controlled only by the first and second
moment of gradients, as expressed in Equation 5.14.
mt = β1mt−1 + (1− β1)gt (5.10)
vt = β2vt−1 + (1− β2)g2t (5.11)
m̂t = mt/(1− βt1) (5.12)
v̂t = vt/(1− βt2) (5.13)
∆θt = −αm̂tv̂
− 1/2
t (5.14)
For the deep Q-network of DQMC mechanism, backpropagation performs
gradient descent procedure with RMSprop and Adam to train its Q neural
network. In the uncertain network environment, Q neural network has ability
to deal with non-stationary objectives with little memory requirement and
sparse features networks.
5.3 Experiment of Deep Q-Network Multi-channel
Allocation (DQMC) and Performance Anal-
ysis
5.3.1 Environment hyperparameters
For the evaluation emulator of multi-channel allocation model, we accepted
similar parameters with previous chapter, MAC layer parameters is assigned as
shown in Table 5.1.
We consider information loads Φ from 0.1 to 20 frames/s, minimum 5 to
maximum 20 nodes, average white noise is in the range of 5-20 dB, transmission
distance from 5 to 40 meters. Observation space and action space are both
assigned as discrete values with length 4. We accept the same training schedule
in each experimental session, setting maximum number of action steps for
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Table 5.1: Hyperparameters setting of DQMC experiment.
Parameter Description Value
Max channel numbers 4
Min value of the backoff exponent 3
Max value of the backoff exponent 5
Max number of backoffs attempt 4
Max number of frame transmission retries 3
Information loads (Φ) 0.1-20 frame/s
Number of nodes in contention (Nn) 5-20
Transmission distance (d) 5-40 m
Average white noise (N0) 5-20 dB
Observation space (S) Discrete(4)
Action space (A) Discrete(4)
Learning algorithm DQN, DDQN
Max number of steps to train (n_steps) 20000
Max steps of episode (n_episode_steps) 10
Max reward of each episode 10
Min reward of each episode 0
Target model update rate (εw) 1e-2
Batch size (UD) 32
Experience replay memory size 1000, 2000, 5000
Exploration policy (π(a, s)) EpsGreedy, Boltzmann, LinearEps
Optimization algorithm RMSprop, Adam
training as 20000, maximum action steps is up to 10 for each episode. Selecting
right actions in the range of 10 action steps will acquire 10 rewards in each
episode. Consequently current episode is terminated, gym will reset environment
and update sequence to next episode. otherwise there is no reward earning,
action step will repeat until the reward acquirement or the maximum action
steps per episode. Instead of using hard update to assign target weight vector
w− for every n-th step as introduced Equation 5.7, we accept soft update policy
[134] to smoothly update target model:
w−t+1 = εww−t + (1− εw)wt (5.15)
Where εw indicates the learning rate of deep Q-network from each episode,
which was set with a fixed value 1e-3 in this experiment. Fixed batch size UD
is assigned with 32, that is combined with experience replay in memory size
1000, 2000 and 5000, respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Instant (points) and average (line) metrics of DQMC in training
session, ε-greedy policy with ε = 0.1 for 20000 steps: (a) reward of each action
step (maximum possible reward is 10), (b) number of action steps every episode,
(c) loss value in training, (d) mean Q-value.
5.3.2 Experiment and result analysis
Performance analysis in one training session Firsly, We extract infor-
mation from DQMC training logging of one single experimental session, which
is represented by Figure 5.3.
In this training session, DQMC is configured as DQN with ε-greddy policy,
1000 memory size and Adam gradient descent method for neural network train-
ing. The blue scatter points indicate instant result in the training sequence,
red lines represent the moving average training curve in several logging metrics.
From the result in Figure 5.3a, acquired reward for each action increase signifi-
cantly in first 500 episodes, then slowly growth to a stable reward range. The
distribution of instant reward shows that, DQMC presents sort of deviation
on rewards accumulation. DQMC implement approximate 5000 episodes in
20000 action steps. As we can observe from Figure 5.3b, the action steps of
each episode decrease from 7 to approximate 3. DQMC achieves successful
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action selection in the first action of each episode from most episodes of training
sequence, but also has the experiments that DQMC make wrong decision until
the maximum action steps of each episode. Figure 5.3c, 5.3d show the evolution
of loss value in neural network training and mean Q-value achieved by DQMC
respectively. Experiment results validate the optimal object of deep Q-network
reinforcement learning. DQMC could improve its ability during self-learning
iterations and allow nodes to make better action decision with more rewards
earning.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of steps until 1st successful action in each episode: (a)
training steps = 200, (b) training steps = 500, (c) training steps = 2000, (d)
training steps = 10000.
The distribution of action steps until the deep Q-learning model achieves
its reward in each episode are shown in Figure 5.4. Blue bar plots indicate the
distribution of action steps in the episodes, which successfully win the reward.
Red bar plots represent the amount of failed training episodes. During the
first 200 action steps of training (5.4a), DQMC explore the environment and
try to make decisions without reliable experience in the initial stage. 60%
of run episodes fail to solve the task within 10 action steps of each episode.
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Accompanied with the process of training, experience replay could propose
more valuable information, DQMC updates weight vector of neural network
by several learning iterations. The knowledge acquisition from environment
and self-update from experience replay allow DQMC keep gaining sustainable
improvement in action selection strategy. Until 10000 action steps (Figure
5.4d), 81% of episodes successfully win the rewards and most of the successful
actions is selected in the first action step of each episode.
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Figure 5.5: Rewards per action step under different policies in DQMC.
Performance comparison with hyperparameters We implement train-
ing experiments on DQMC learning model using the hyperparameters and
compare the performance variation between them. Each training session is
repeated 10 times with same parameter set and random seeds in order to
evaluate the stability of learning model. Hyperparameters of DQMC consist
of core learning algorithms DQN and Double DQN with the combinations of
policies and gradient descend algorithms.
Figure 5.5 shows the result of reward per action in DQMC learning process.
There is no obvious performance gap between DQMC model with DQN and
DDQN learning algorithm in instant result. In the initial stage before 500
episodes, as seen from the shaded area, learning models with Boltzmann policy
present higher variance than ε-Greedy policy. After that, the learning curves
of Boltzmann policy consistently achieve higher values than ε-Greedy policy.
Learning model with Boltzmann policy implement 6000 episodes training in
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the limitation of 20000 action steps, which is higher than ε-Greedy policy with
5000 episodes. The result indicates that DQMC with Boltzmann policy could
explore more potential actions from sub-optimal possible actions, decreasing
the probability of selecting wasted actions in random exploration policy.
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Figure 5.6: Rewards per action step with different gradient descent algorithms
in DQMC.
Figure 5.6 shows the result of reward per action with different gradient
descend algorithms. DQMC with DDQN learning method achieve slightly
better performance than DQN learning method, as we can see from the average
darker line over seeds and variance in shaded area. Note that the learning curve
of DQMC model with Adam optimization method is always higher than the
result of RMSprop optimization method. The bias correction function in Adam
allow DQMC to perform more stable and smooth gradient descent procedure
during backpropagation, training the Q neural network more efficiently.
Furthermore, the performance is compared between full combinations of
hyperparameter set, as shown in Figure 5.7. The cumulative rewards is con-
sidered as metric based on full training tasks. Deep Q-learning policy include
ε-Greedy policy, linear ε-Greedy policy and Boltzmann policy. Neural network
is optimized by RMSprop and Adam algorithm. Memory sequence sizes for
experience replay are assigned with 1000, 2000, 5000 respectively.
From the result of cumulative rewards, DQMC model with Double DQN
learning approach show better performace than DQN approach, which is evalu-
ated under almost all the combinations of hyperparameter. The symmetrically
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative rewards based on full tasks with different hyperparam-
eters (memory size, policy, gradient descend method).
switch between two Q-value function weight vectors could diminish the proba-
bility of overestimation risk in DQN approach using single Q-values function
for both training model and evaluated action. Two action-value functions are
trained as independent Q-learning model. It’s obvious that larger memory size
will bring more benifit on overall rewards. More experience is stored in memory
sequence that will provide more comprehensive informations for experience
replay procedure. In the compared policy methods, Blotzmann policy performs
better result at average overall rewards with less variances, comparing with
ε-Greedy and linear ε-Greedy policy. linear ε-Greedy policy performs better
than fixed ε-Greedy policy. Exploration probability ε linearly decrease in
training sequence, which bring dynamically trade-off on exploration strategy
and achieve promotion on overall rewards.
Analysis of effective energy consumption In the performance analysis
of effective energy consumption, we evaluate multi-channel allocation models in
the same event sequence with 10 random seeds. Fuzzy rule-based multi-channel
method is evaluated as a performance comparison. DQMC-train indicates the
deep Q-learning model is trained from initial weight in each session, DQMC-test
loads pre-trained weight vector from h5f file before each session.
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Figure 5.8: Average energy consumption per episode.
From Figure 5.8, deep Q-network learning model allows DQMC to achieve a
better performance in effective energy consumption. The proposed DQMC-train
model achieves a finial average energy saving enhancement of 40%. However, in
the beginning of each training session, DQMC-train has to train a new learning
model from initial Q-network, which will expand more energy during knowledge
exploration and learning process. Different task sequences generate fluctuation
of energy expenditure during learning process. If we loads the pre-trained weight
vector into deep Q-network for each session, DQMC-test achieves more stable
and optimal energy performance. The performance gap between DQMC-train
and DQMC-test indicates the impact of initialized learning process on overall
performance of energy consumption. In practical environment, the impact
will be magnified which suffers from a increasing complexity environment with
high-dimensional attributes.
5.4 Fully Initialization DQMC with Stacking
Ensemble Multi-class Classifiers
In previous implementation of DQMC, it has been demonstrated that deep
Q-network can be used to improve the accuracy and efficiency of system
decision-making in multi-channel deployment tasks. However, in practical
wireless network environment, more attributes should be considered in the
observations of reinforcement learning structure. Fluctuating network features
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and reusable network for different applications all increase the complexity
of reinforcement learning. As we can see from the previous experiment, the
performance of deep Q-learning model was evaluated in sequences with full
training tasks which start from initial state. In the early stage of learning
process, DQMC is encouraged to explore informations and acquire experiences
from unknown environment. The primary learning process results in extra
wrong system decisions, which will generate performance degradation and
wasting of resources.
Thus, the motivating factors drive us to improve the adaptability of DQMC
design. We try to incorporate supervised machine learning techniques into
the initial weight of Q-values in deep Q-network learning process. The ini-
tial weight fusion structure allows learning system to be more efficient in
rapidly environment exploration and experience accumulation from original
deep Q-learning, extensible and tolerant to changing environment and different
application requirements.
Figure 5.9: DQMC with initial weight fusion using multi-class classifier
5.4.1 Initial weight fusion of Q-function value
In the complex nature of wireless sensor network, the wireless channel tends to
be classified by either probabilistic or statistical models. Empirical measure-
ments of inputs and outputs are essential for establishing models to represent
the attributes of data. A generalized illustration of supervised learning in-
tegrated into DQMC is shown in Figure 5.9. In the original DQMC model,
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gym environment extracts channel features iteratively as the observations of
current state. We use the same feature vectors as the input of supervised
machine learning model, using different data preprocessing methods for the
requirement of special machine learning algorithms. Because the control ob-
jective is discrete action space, the task of machine learning model is defined
as multi-class classification. The pretrained model is not used in the entire
process of DQMC. Instead, DQMC only use multi-class classifier to perform
an approximately classification with an output of predicted probability, which
could be incorporated into the original weight of Q-value generated by deep
Q-network in initial steps. Confused level indicates the reliability degree of
DQMC’s decision-making, which is calculated from the Q-values of action
space. If confused level is lower than threshold value, it means that DQMC
has already updated its Q-values for certain episodes and learned pattern from
collected experience, keeping confidence to choose better action instead of
random behaviors. We can directly accept the action selected by DQMC. In
other words, confused level is high which indicate learning model doesn’t have
firm opinions because of the less-experience states. In this case, we will make
the initial weight fusion between multi-class classifier and Q-values space. The
predicted output probability of classifier plays the role of guideline to boost
the initial learning process of DQMC. Due to the dynamics of wireless network,
classification model must be periodically refreshed with new training examples.
In order to avoid the overestimation problem caused by prediction error of
classifier, classification model is assigned with a learning rate εw to control the
influence of initial weight fusion process on finial performance of DQMC.
5.4.2 Multi-class classifier training procedure
training dataset preprocessing Preparing labeled training examples is the
preliminary of supervised learning. We run multi-channel evaluation model
with random parameters, select the multi-channel mode with best performance
of effective energy consumption as the data label. 20000 multi-class labels
training dataset is generated and translated into the formats for different
machine learning algorithms respectively. 500 training examples are randomly
choosed from full dataset to make pairplot visualization on the basis of each
feature, as shown in Figure 5.10.
From the distribution of training example, it is difficult to observe the
precise relationship between different pairs of features. This also could interpret
the defect of rule-based method, it’s hardly to design a precise and compre-
hensive algorithm to exploit all the underlying mapping functions between
input and output space manually. After the labeling is complete and full
data preprocessing is finished including remove duplicate data, outlier process,
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Figure 5.10: Pairplot representing feature distribution of multi-class labeled
training dataset.
normalization, etc, the classifiers can be trained.
Stacking ensemble multi-class classifier The core idea of stacking en-
semble model is similar to k-folds cross validation to create out-of-sample
predictions. out-of-sample method avoid base models to fit all the training
examples in the same way, which could cause the problem that second level
model will be biased towards the best model in base models. The workflow of
stacking ensemble model is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The Stacking ensemble
machine learning algorithm can be summarized as follows:
• Initial training data X with shape of (m ∗ n), which contains m obser-
vations and n features. Randomly split training data into K equal-size
subsets: {µ1, µ2....µK}.
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• Train every base model on K−1 subsets and predict on the out-of-sample
fold and make the predictions on test dataset
• Each model provides predictions to generate the second level training set
{ŷµ1, ŷµ2....ŷµM} with shape of (m ∗M).
• Learn a classifier from the collection of ŷµ as the new features of dataset
then obtain the finial prediction on test dataset.
Figure 5.11: Illustration of stacking ensemble machine learning algorithm.
For the classifier selection of base models, the principle is to select models
with multiple different basic theories. For example, tree-based model combine
with linear-based model will achieve better performance in stacking ensemble
model. This can be interpreted that any base model can not achieve high
accuracy in all subsets of training dataset. A base model may have a good overall
performance but with worse accuracy in several parts of dataset compared
with another base model. This is why out-of-sample predictions have a higher
chance of capturing distinct regions where each model performs the best to
achieve a better model. However, base models with similar algorithms will
increase the correlation of performance distributions in same subsets, which
could not perform to the maximum potential of stacking ensemble model.
Base models are trained separately with the full procedure of features
selections, observations selections, hyperparameter tuning in 10-folds cross
validation. Figure 5.12 represents the an example of feature reduction decision
investigation on KNN model, evaluate the influence of incorporating feature
number on model. Optimal feature number is selected to make the trade off
between computational efficiency and performance. Figure 5.13 indicates the
learning curve of KNN model with the changing size of training dataset. It can
be observed that KNN model require as least 30% size of training dataset to
perform sufficiently accurate prediction.
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Figure 5.12: Classification performance with changing number of features.
Figure 5.13: Classification performance with changing size of training dataset.
In order for the elaboration of stacking ensemble model, we implement a
demonstration of plotting decision regions [135] on the multi-class classifica-
tions of base models and stacking ensemble model. As shown in Figure 5.14,
500 random test samples are evaluated based on each base learning model.
Decision regions of each class are drawn based on two dimensional features
of test dataset. Base models include RBF kernel SVM, random forest, KNN,
ExtraTreesClassifier, Gaussain Naive Bayes, which are combined into the final
stacking ensemble model. Different base models result in distinguishing perfor-
mances in sub-regions of dataset because of the different algorithms of base
models. Stacking ensemble model combines all the attributes of base models
together, being able to discard the dross and select the essence on second level
prediction.
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Figure 5.14: Visualization of multiclass classification by single machine learning
model and stacking ensemble model.
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Table 5.2: Mean Accuracy of Multilabel Classification on 10-CV training
Dataset.
Classifier Mean accuracy
SVC 0.802
Random Forest 0.810
KNN 0.840
ExtraTrees 0.791
GBDT 0.894
1st level ensemble Mean accuracy
Soft Vote 0.914
Stacking 1 0.924
Stacking 2 0.922
2st level ensemble Mean accuracy
Final Soft Vote 0.931
5.4.3 Experiment and result analysis
For the ensemble model we used in Experiment, base models [136], [137] are
selected as listed in Table 5.2. Additionally, the stacking model is combined
with soft vote ensemble method for higher 2st level ensemble. Soft vote model in
1st level ensemble compute the average probabilities of base models predictions
using uniform weights, which is tuned according with the performance of each
base model. Two stacking ensemble models are trained based on different
base model parameters, feature preprocessing and random seeds. In final 2st
level ensemble, another soft vote ensemble model average the three models
in 1st level ensemble, eventually achieves the best prediction performance in
multi-class classification task.
In the evaluation experiment of DQMC with init weight fusion (initDQMC),
we set DQMC with fixed parameters: memory size is equal to 1000, using
ε-greedy as default policy of deep Q-network, RMSprop is choosed as gradient
descend optimization method. For the initial weight fusion mechanism, learning
rate is assigned with fixed value εw = 0.1. Each experiment is repeated 10
times with random seeds.
The evaluation performance of rewards per episode is shown in Figure 5.15.
It’s obvious that initDQMC earns more rewards in the first 1000 episodes no
matter with deep Q-network or double deep Q-network. initDQMC with DDQN
performs the best result and achieve slight higher reward than other methods
after 2000 episodes. Initial weight fusion allows initDQMC to rapidly explore
unknown environment and acquire effective experiences under the guidance of
stacking ensemble classifier.
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Figure 5.15: Rewards per episode in 20000 action steps
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Figure 5.16: Action steps of each episode in 20000 action steps
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Figure 5.17: Average energy consumption per episode.
Figure 5.16 demonstrates the trace of action steps of each episode in total
20000 action steps. In the initial stage, all the learning models generate a wider
margin of variation on action steps per episode, diminishing the shaking along
with the program of training sequence. DQMC has to pay more actions to
get reward due to the lack of experience that learning model could not make
reliable system-decision on action selection. From the mean values of number of
action steps, initDQMC require less steps to finish each episode compared with
the result of DQMC. Improved initial weight helps deep Q-network try to assign
each action with feedback of valuable experience instead of action selected from
Q-values space with high confused value or random explore action.
Besides, the average performance of effective energy consumption is eval-
uated in Figure 5.17. For the training process, initDQMC results a better
performance on the average energy consumption of each episode compared
with DQMC model, which only consumes nearly 50% of energy that rule-based
method generates. The effective energy expenditure of DQMC has a large
margin of variation during training tasks. Instead of that, initDQMC achieves
more stable and reliable learning model without fluctuate performance.
5.5 Conclusion
Based on the framework of dynamical multi-channel assignment mechanism in
previous chapter, we proposed an enhanced multi-channel allocation strategy
with deep Q-network reinforcement learning. Four raw observations of wireless
network environment are considered as input variable of deep Q-network learn-
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ing model after feature preprocessing. Three layers neural network model with
ReLU activation function is trained to represent the components in traditional
reinforcement learning problems, witch allow us to predict all the discrete
action Q-values at once for each state. With the experiment replay mechanism,
DQMC could iteratively acquire knowledge and learn pattern from the random
mini-batch samples of memory sequence. The experiment results verified that
DQMC successfully learn a better multi-channel allocation strategy after a
certain environment exploration and self-learning episodes. The use of initial
weight fusion mechanism of initDQMC alleviates the energy loss due to initial
environment exploration in the early stage of learning process. Supervised clas-
sifier allows deep Q-learning model to be more efficient in rapidly environment
exploration and experience accumulationg. Stacking ensemble model could
enhance the accuracy of multi-class classification without any changes in the
methodology of feature selection and feature engineering.
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Conclusion and Perspective
This dissertation was dedicated to advancing the state of the art in terms of
dynamically control multi-channel deployment above the cross-layer wireless
multimedia sensor networks. Different approaches have been tackled, from
fundamental stack cross-layer analytical model to the multi-channel mechanism
perspective. The present work attemps to create a multi-channel resource
allocation techniques which can be used in the higher level multi-channel
wireless sensor network techniques for the balance between QoS and energy
consumption, filling a gap that was missing. This chapter makes overall
conclusions and summarizes the contributions of this work, along with the
discussion of future work.
6.1 Conclusions
The first part of this work presented an enhanced stack cross-layer analytical
model for CSMA/CA IEEE 802.15.4 networks. In order to design self-adaptive
control cognitive system for wireless sensor networks specially for cross-layer
efficient optimization algorithm, it’s prerequisite to explore more deeply and
comprehensive analysis of cross-layer network performance. The multivariate
stack Model makes the comprehensive combination and interaction between
PHY layer propagation model and MAC layer Markov chain model. The
dynamic interaction of sub-layer models with multivariate parameters allow us
to achieve adaptive performance estimation in cross-layer level.
Considering different scenarios with multi-dimensional parameters, perfor-
mance metrics are evaluated as throughput, end-to-end delay, transmission error
probability, maximum retransmission failure probability, packet delivery ratio
and effective energy consumption. From the analysis of packet error probability
pfail, transmission failure probability increased significantly during the distance
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range 20 to 60 m, theoretical transmission distance can be predicted from given
parameters. Stack model also demonstrated the packet discard probability prtx
due to the maximum retransmission attempts failure of CSMA/CA procedure.
Prior probability of stacking transmission failure generated variant probability
distribution of prtx with multivariate parameters. For the metrics of QoS
performance, adaptive PHY layer model generated inconspicuous impact on
node performance in the range of low data loads. Stack model keeps cautious
estimation on PHY channel error which compared with joint model and single
layer Markov chain model. On the contrary, the frequent channel collision,
transmission failure and optimal PHY layer propagation error increased along
with the higher information loads, stack model obtained more decline trend
of system reliability compared with benchmark model. Finally, the effective
energy consumption E∗ was demonstrated by three dimensional visualization
of sampling observations. Simulation results are in a good agreement with the
interpretations in multivariate stack model, verified that stack model effectively
combined single sublayer models and achieved more comprehensive systemic
analysis on QoS performance and effective energy consumption.
The second part of this work was focus on the dynamically bandwidth control
on multi-channel assignment mechanism. From the deeper investigation in first
aspect study, the evaluation shows that it’s necessary to design comprehensive
control mechanism for the resource allocation strategy for the trade-offs between
QoS guarantee and energy saving. It is important to notice that because of
the attributes of applications in wireless multimedia sensor network, efficient
multi-channel deployment should provide intelligent approaches to allocate
active channels based on the requirement of system.
Based on the requirement, a fuzzy-based multi-channel assignment mecha-
nism MCDB is proposed. Residual bandwidth is a crucial resource in WMSNs
which has tight relevance with QoS an energy efficiency. The instant residual
bandwidth was estimated as the global system performance indicator and used
as one of the feature inputs of multi-channel assignment algorithm. The impact
of system factors on the estimated residual available bandwidth ratio ωABE
are separated into packet control messages, MAC layer overhead and PHY
channel constraints, respectively. Tabular-based reinforcement learning was
used to make systemic decision for optimized action from perceived environment.
Besides, fuzzy logic-based bandwidth trigger threshold control module was
proposed in order to find the adaptive optimal values for channel allocation
functionality.
This work investigated two aspects of metrics and scenarios to evaluate
the fuzzy-based multi-channel assignment model: instant performance on QoS
metrics and energy consumption based on baseline stress test scenario and
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different network size, respectively. The first part of simulation verified that
MCDB could get benefit of QoS performance in high data flow applications
compared with benchmark models, which achieved better spectrum utilization
to improve overall throughput and alleviate congestion. In second part of
simulation indicated that the degradative system reliability result in additional
energy expenditure with lower conversion efficiency from total dissipative energy
to actual network throughput. Fuzzy-based approach provided best results in
instant energy consumption E∗. The dynamically allocated threshold values
of channel assignment admission control make sure the convergence of energy
expenditure in each segment of simulation sequences.
For the further research, basic reinforcement learning has certain disadvan-
tage along with the increasing complexity features in practice wireless sensor
network environment. The high correlated environment observations in time
sequence leads learning strategy to generate bias or diverge. In order to deal
with the learning risk and problem of computational cost to store large scale
state-action space with table, we proposed a multi-channel deployment control
mechanism by reinforcement learning with deep Q-network approach (DQMC).
Sensor node could perform decision making and system control directly from
informative features which are retrieved from raw environment obsevations.
Deep Q-learning trained neural network-based structure to learn appropriate
action pattern, mapping from continuous network environment features to
discrete output actions of control targets.
This work investigated two frameworks to create deep reinforcement learning:
Deep Q-network and double deep Q-network. Three kinds of explore policies
are evaluated for the experiences acquirement strategy with the balance of
exploration and exploitation. RMSprop and Adam are considered as the
gradient descent optimization algorithm in backpropagation procedure for
training neural network. For the experiment result of one training session,
DQMC with 1000 memory size of experiment replay, achieved a significant
increase of rewards per each action in the first 500 episodes. DQMC improved
the ability during self-learning iterations which allow nodes to make better
action decision with more rewards. After 10000 action steps, 81% of episodes
successfully finished the tasks, most of the correct actions were selected in
the first action step of each episode. In order to analysis the performance
variance of learning model, comparison experiments were evaluated between
DQMC learning models using different hyperparameters and core learning
algorithms. It can be observed that DQMC with Boltzmann policy could explore
more potential actions from sub-optimal possible action space, decreasing the
probability of selecting wasted actions in random policy. For the analysis
of effective energy consumption, fuzzy rule-based multi-channel approach is
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evaluated as a comparison with the same experiment sequence. The reported
energy saving enhancement of 40% shows that DQMC model could be very
effective to achieve promotion on overall rewards with energy saving target.
Another approach that may lead to improved the stability of DQMC was
proposed consequently, in order to alleviate the performace gap between DQMC-
train model and DQMC-test model in initialized learning process. Supervised
learning model was pre-trained on collected training sample with stacking
ensemble multi-class classifier. DQMC used classifier model to predict approx-
imately estimatations with probability output, which could be incorporated
into the original weight of Q-values of deep Q-network. In the demonstration
of multi-class classification tasks, 2st level stacking ensemble classification
achieved the best accuracy performance , which is integrated into proposed
DQMC model with init weight fusion (initDQMC). The result shows that
initDQMC achieved more rapid rewards accumulation in early learning stage
and slight higher rewards after 2000 episodes. Initial weight fusion allows deep
Q-network to rapidly explore unknown environment and collect experiences
with the guidance of pre-trained classifier. During the full training process,
initDQMC only consumed approximate 50% of energy consumption that rule-
based method consumed, which also achieved more stable and reliable energy
performance compared with DQMC learning model.
6.2 Contributions
This dissertation proposed a methodology and paradigm to create a self-adaptive
bandwidth control mechanism for multi-channel deployment in wireless sensor
network. Thus, some correlative contributions were achieved. We summarized
some of the contributions accomplished in this work:
Multivariate stack analytical model
As the interaction between sub-layer usually neglected, existing performance
evaluation model only focus on one aspect of different single layers. Locally
single layer model can not faithfully mimic the system performance of wireless
network. This work proposed a stack cross-layer model to fully combined the
abilities of each sub-layer model. The comprehensive stacking interactions
of PHY layer propagation model and MAC layer Markov chain model not
only allows a performance evaluation under multivariable parameters space,
but also avoid overestimation of system performance which compared with
single sub-layer model or simple joint layer model. Besides, for basic evaluation
method of energy consumption in analytical model, overall energy is calculated
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from different states of network. The proposed effective energy consumption
metric allow us to investigate advanced energy overhead metrics which indicate
the effective conversion of overall energy consumption. The model is distributed
under the GPL license, allowing end-users to use, share, and modify the model.
Fuzzy-based multi-channel assignment mechanism
Instant residual bandwidth is proposed as the global performance indicator,
fully estimate the impact of packet control message, back-off mechanism,
retransmission attemps and propagation channel constraints on additional
bandwidth overhead. The use of tabular-based reinforcement learning allows us
to deploy multi-channel resource in a smart way. Fuzzy logic-based bandwidth
trigger threshold control module achieves optimal values for channel allocation
function, which successfully improve the performance to make trade-off between
energy efficiency and dynamic QoS requirement.
Deep Q-network for multi-channel allocation strategy
The existing tabular-based reinforcement learning has disadvantages in WSN
applications. High correlated informations in observations has potential problem
to generate bias learning model. Increasing complexity of network environment
bring the problem of computational cost to store and deal with large-scale
data in table. In this work, we proposed an effective multi-channel allocation
mechanism with deep Q-network learning model. neural network with ReLU
activation function is trained to mimic the functions of components in traditional
reinforcement learning method. Deep Q-network iteratively acquire knowledge
from environment, learning action strategy in experiences replay using random
sample mini-batch memory sequence. Experiment results verified that deep
Q-network could learn an effective multi-channel allocation strategy after
certain training episodes, which achieved better performance of effective energy
consumption than fuzzy rule-based approach.
Initial weight fusion optimization for DQMC
Due to the strategy of explore policy in deep Q-network learning model, channel
allocation model has to train a new learning model from initial Q-network,
which result additional energy during knowledge exploration and learning
process. The impact of initial learning process on energy efficiency performance
will be magnified along with the increasing complexity features in practical
wireless network environment. Consequently, we proposed an enhanced method
to alleviate the wasted energy in each initialized learning process of early stage.
Supervised multi-class classifier was trained to predict output probability using
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the same observations, which is only integrated with original initial weight
of Q-values in deep Q-network. Predifined learning rate εw is used to avoid
the overestimation problem of initial classifier, which make sure that initial
weight fusion optimization effectively boost the learning speed of DQMC in
early stage. Experiment results indicate that DQMC with initial weight fusion
perform more stable and reliable learning process, alleviating the fluctuation of
performance in early learning stage.
Deep Q-learning framework paradigm for WSNs
In this work, Deep Q-learning framework paradigm was implemented to inte-
grated into WSNs model, which could be reproduced and extended to another
WSNs research. The toolkit implemented fundamental data acquisition, data
preprocessing and feature engineering. OpenAI Gym was modified and inte-
grated into the framework to perform the basic agent-environment loop as a
Markov decision process. InitDQMC was implemented with keras-based neural
network and multi-class classifier with stacking ensemble learning model. This
toolkit is distributed under the GPL license, allowing using and modification.
6.3 Perspectives
This work presented in this dissertation is the primary step in a significant
paradigm research for multi-channel resource allocation mechanism. Some
issues are discussed and further improvement is required. As a perspective,
there are certainly remain opportunities to boost the research step forward in
the future work.
Short-term
Full-stack analytical model The proposed stack cross-layer model achieved
more comprehensive performance analysis of IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor
network. We analyzed MAC layer and PHY layer model and combined interac-
tive sub-layer models into a stack cross-layer analytical model. This approach
not only bring more comprehensive analysis of system performance, but also
investigate the variance of system performance under multiple parameters. Next
step, the analytical will be extended into routing layer with multi-hop trans-
mission architecture. Full stack cross-layer model has potential to reproduce
faithful performance tracking with different type of WSN architectures and
multi-dimensional parameters. The full-stack analytical model could be used in
the further research of correlated optimization schemes, highly parameterized
features could be configured and applied to different wireless network platforms.
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Integration of different solutions In this work, the paradigm and method-
ology of multi-channel allocation mechanism is divided into fuzzy rule-based
approach and deep Q-network reinforcement learning approach. We introduced
and identified these two kind of approaches respectively, which all achieved
self-adaptive control schemes in multi-channel allocation tasks. Fully investi-
gation and comparison of these two kinds of methods should be researched
in different practical environments and application tasks, the integration of
different solutions allows node system to select appropriate solutions based
on the variance of network environment. Besides, the main methodology of
proposed multi-channel allocation schemes has extensible ability, which could
be developed and applied into optimization mechanism of different application
scenarios and performance enhancement of smart system decision.
Evaluating model integrated into hardware platform environment
In this work, we implemented several algorithms based on the methodology
of artificial intelligence techniques, simulated experiments verified that overall
performance of WSNs could be improved and the balance between QoS and
energy efficiency could be enhanced through suitable artificial intelligence
techniques, such as reinforcement learning, fuzzy logic system, supervised
machine learning methods, etc. This work bring a technological paradigm
which allows the further opportunities of researchs on real wireless network
platforms and development in application level. For example, the proposed
model could be reproduced and evaluated on production testbed environment
such as USRP cognitive radio platform [138] with GNUradio-based testbed [139].
The energy consumption of proposed algorithm also should be evaluated in real
practical environment, further optimization of the balance between algorithm
performance and computational cost will be another important research topic.
Long-term
Advanced learning algorithm for large-scale wireless network Along
with the development of machine learning in different application fields, a lot
of great learning algorithm successfully improve the performance of learning
model, such as the application fields of image detection, AI gaming, robotics etc.
Some methodologies behind these learning algorithm have a great potential in-
spiration for the intelligence development of WSNs and IoT. The Asynchronous
Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) algorithm [140] was released by Google’s Deep-
Mind group, which achieved faster, simple and robust self-learning process
compared with existing deep reinforcement learning. In the global network of
A3C, multiple worker agents which have their own set of network parameters.
Each agent interacts with it’s own copy of environment which all agents are
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independent workers with different experiences. Workers perform interaction
and learning process in parallel, update global network with gradients. The
overall structure works in the similar methodology with wireless network, which
is a very interesting research direction.
Online learning algorithm for WSNs optimization Several online learn-
ing algorithms [141] have been successfully developed for predicting massive-
scale ad click–through rates (CTR) problem. Online learning algorithm process
model training with very new arrived data, without saving enormous quantities
of data to make training samples [142]. The node could produce predictions
based on online learning algorithm without storing and dealing with historical
database. The attributes and advantages of online learning algorithm make
it suitable to be used in WSNs field which could process real-time continuous
events with limited hardware resources. It should be valuable research direction
to design fast, accuracy and light weight online learning algorithm special for
different levels of WSNs application tasks and system control.
Deep reinforcement learning in production IoT From the research in
this work, we could obtain a new perspective about the real potential of artificial
intelligence for pragmatic applications of IoT. Continuous proliferation and
obsolescence of devices has more and more requirement in network devices
services and resources management. Artificial intelligence techniques might be
and should be the essential ingredient that will allow IoT to become a reality
and yield its promise of new business models.
Deep reinforcement learning techniques that we discussed in this work
points out a promising direction, which will play an important role as one of
core infrastructures behind IoT environment. Underlying integration of deep
reinforcement learning techniques into IoT is the broader trend for automating
network infrastructure resource management with more dynamic and fault
tolerant solution. Besides, more comprehensive physical infrastructure will be
modeled in software as the system of information flows, which build fundamental
environments for deep reinforcement learning-driven optimization.
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